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Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency  �'(�دي�*��  � ا�.-� ا�* ,+ ا

    

Draft of Anti Money Laundering & 
Combating Terrorism Financing Rules to 
be implemented by insurance and 
reinsurance companies and insurance 
service providers in Saudi Arabia 


	��  ��ا���! وع  ����  ا���ال و����
�#1�23-0
 ا��- ر ا�ره
ب� 
����� 4 آ�و  ت ا

������ا���3��   و4 آ
ت ا���0 ا�� ة 	+إ�
دة ا
  ا�* ,�� ا��*�د��

    

  هـ١٤٢٩/--/--  2008 ,--

    

SAMA would like to introduce the draft 
statute of Anti Money Laundering & 
Combating Terrorist Financing Rules, 
which will be applied to combat money 
laundering and terrorist financing related to 
insurance activities. SAMA is requesting 
insurance companies, insurance service 
providers and the public a written 
response/ comments to make visual 
observations. The written response/ 
comments on this Code should be sent 
within 20 days of the date of its publication 
and be addressed to: 

 !�ض ���وع ����� ا��� ا���
	 ا����دي��د  
#"  ا��ا!���$�-,"+*� (�) ا'��ال �ا��	 ���% 


� ا�-��2ره"بو�-�/) ا. ������" . �!������� و
 6�آ"ت ا������ و6�آ"ت ا��� ا���
	 ا����دي

ا�-#� ا�*�ة وا��-�م .
�اء ا�-:89"ت وا�-��7"ت 

,+ رد!� <�/= إر�"ل�B:ل �ا!� ا� !A2 ه@?  آ

٣٠ A2! ����-ا� E��� A2! "ه��F G/ر"� �� "ً��/ 
�-#��ًا L!�-"ده" و
�ء ا��-) 
#"، !A2 أن  MF��FLا


	 إ�A ا�-���� ��N#ً" إ�A/��) ا��د ا"�,�:  

Mr. Mohammad A. Al Shayea, 

Director of Insurance Supervision. 


� !�� ا��R/R ا��"/E/ ا'��"ذ  �-*� 

  .� ا��������/� ��ا��
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Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (“SAMA”) 

Anti Money Laundering  & Combating 
Terrorist Financing Rules  

 

 
.�����	 /����	 �&�	 ���0�) ���0��	(  

��	�! ������ ����	 ������ �	���	 ���� 

)��	��	( 

Introduction 
 

���� 

Objective of these regulations 
 

��	��	 34� �� *�5�	 

1. The objective of these rules is to confirm 
the compliance of insurance and 
reinsurance companies, including 
subsidiaries of foreign insurance and 
reinsurance companies, and insurance 
service providers, with restrictions, 
procedures, rules, and principles in the 
field of anti-money laundering and 
terrorist financing, in a way to apply the 
following:  

            ������ �	
���	 �� �����	 ��� ��	���	 ��� ����
  �����	 �����	 ������      �����	 ����� ���� ���� ���  

 �����	 ������        ���!�	 ����	 �������  "��#$%	 
     &� ����'�	 (�����	� )*	�+�	� �	,	�$-	� .�	�/���
      0���-	 1���� "!����� 1	��%	 123 "!���� 1�$� 

+� �� ��4#� �/� ����&:  

6.

 
a) Implement the Law on Supervision 

of Cooperative Insurance 
Companies and its Implementing 
Regulations, especially articles 2, 10, 
12, 15, 16, 19, 55, 56, 71, 76, 77, and 
78.  

  8(    ��� �� :��.� &�       ������ "��;	�� ��<# 
       ��+�� "����4#��	 =�!*>� &#��?��	 �����	

�  �	���	 @�'A�	 =$ B   6C   6B   6D  
6E  6F  DD  DE  G6  GE  GG� GH.   

  

 
b) Implement anti-money laundering 

Law under the Royal Decree 
number M/39, dated on 
25/6/1424H and its Implementing 
Regulation.   

  0(    ��� �� :��.� &�        12�3 "�!���� ���<# 
   +��	 ��2����� ���'�	 1	��%	  � �;� &�/JF 

  K�����BD/E/6LBL    "����4#��	 =�!*>� ��
)sa.gov.sama.www.(  

  

 
c) Assist in implementing the 40 anti-

money laundering 
recommendations (www.fatf-
gafi.org/document), as well as the 
nine counterterrorist finance 
recommendations of the Financial 
Action Task Force (www.fatf-
gafi.org/document), International 
Convention for the Suppression of 
the Financing of Terrorism (New 
York 1999), the United Nations 
Convention Against Illicit Traffic in 
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic 
Substances (Vienna 1988), the 

  N(          ����'���	 ���4#�� :���.� &� ����2��	
       1	���%	 12�3 "!����� "'�A�	 �?��%	

)document/org.gafi-fatf.www(  
      1����� "!����� "'�A�	 O2��	 ���'���	�

     �� ����'�	 0���-	    1��?�	 "����$�
 &����������������	)-fatf.www

document/org.gafi( "�����;�4�>	�  
      0����-	 1���� O��� "�����	 )  P������#

6FFF(       "�!����� ���!���	 ��%	 "�;�4�	�  
        �	���A��	 &�� �������	 ��3 ��$�>	
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United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime 
(Palermo 2000), UNSCR 1267 and 
1373, as well as all resolutions 
pertinent to counterterrorist finance.  

   "�+�?�	 �	�QR��	�)  �#��6FHH�( �4�	�    "��;
      ��� "�<#��	 �*	�$�	 "!����� ��!���	 ��%	

  "�#.��	)�������BCCC�(   S+$� T�	�;�  
   �;� �%	6BEG   �;�� 6JGJ  �	�	���	� 

         1����� "�!����� "��+?���	 ����� "�!U�	
0���-	.  

 
d) Protect licensed companies and their 

customers as per the Insurance 
Implementing Regulations, from 
illegal transactions or exploitation as 
canals for money laundering or 
terrorist finance activities or any 
other criminal activity.   

  �(        ����� "�;	�� ��<# :�� �'A���	 "���!
     ��*U��� "���4#��	 =�!*>� &#��?��	 �����	

       V��2	 �8 "����<#�	 ��3 ���+�?�	 � ���U
      �; &��	 ���+�?�	� �U��?��	 ������ �	�#��
         ����+�� �8 1	���W� 12�3 �+� T�.#�

�AX &�	�$� .��# T8 �8 0���Y� 1����.  

  

 
e) Safeguard, protect, and promote the 

confidence, the integrity, and the 
credibility of the Insurance sector, 
and protect insured people.   

  �(         ��.�� "�Q�	 
�
?�� "���!� �+� "<��!��	
 "�����!� =��;	�'���� =����	
#� �������	

��� �R��	 @�A�%	 .  

  

Definitions  ��6���� 

2. Money- Laundering: any actual or 
attempted act aimed at concealing or 
camouflaging the nature of illegally or 
illegimitely earned property to make it 

look as proceeds from legal sources. 

  1	��%	 123 :      ������	 &� ��	��	 ���?��	 02!
         ���  1	���%	 12�3 "!���� ��<# � ���%	 
         =*	�� � �'�� =�� �����	 �8 1?� T8 0����	

     "���! 1'8 =���� �8 ,�4A� 1	��8  Z���UA "�2���
        ��� ���#�� ���� ��+?$� ��<#�	 �8 ���+� "���

��'��	.   

B.

 
Terrorist finance: Financing terrorist 
operations, terrorists, and terrorist 

organizations.  

  0���-	 1���� :      "������-	 ����+�?�	 1�����
"�����-	 ���<#��	� ������-	�.  

 
Actual beneficiary: Any natural 
personality who is the final owner or the 
dominator of the customer's funds, or who 
implements any operation or task on his 
behalf, or any person who has an effective 
or final control on a legal personality or a 
legal procedure.  

 &���!�	 ��4�2��	 : P����	 ��� &?��. @A� T8
 �.�2��	 �8 &*��#�	 � �8  1��?�	 1	��8 �+�

=#� "���# 1�� �8 "�+�� T8 �4#� . @A� T8�
 "�'A� �+� "�*��# �8 "��?� ��.�2 S����

&#�#�; 0���� �8 "������	.  

 
Know your customer: Procedures of 
customer identification as well as about 
provided information, by collecting 
detailed pieces of information about any 

  P+��� ���	 :       1���?�	 �� :��!��	 �	,	�$�
      ����+?��	 O�$� P��� "�����	 ����+?��	 "!'�
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customer or transaction, such as identities, 
effective documents of individuals, 
companies, owners, partners, real 
beneficiaries, legal signatories, agents, and 
others; postal address, financial address, 
email address, phone numbers, the nature 
of works, information, and the capital for 
legal facilities; funds sources, subsidiaries, 
countries, and dealt with or by products, 
and all what is required to be known 
about the customer or the transaction.   

           ��������� ��� "��+�� �8 1���� � "+'4��	
        ������+�� �	���W� 1��?4��	 "���2 :*�Q��	�
 �������!�	 ���4�2����	� ,�������	� ��������	�
      	��#?�	� ��	�2� ,U���	� O�;����� ���A��	�

 ����	� T�����	       ���;�8� &�#�����>	 ������	� T
       S8�� �����+?��	� 1����%	 "?��.� ��	���	
        1	���%	 ���'��� "�������>	 �[�#�+� 1���	
        �8 ���?� 1���?���	 ��$�#��	� 	�+��	� ���4�	�

"�+�?�	 �8 1��?�	 "��?�� 0+.�� �� 1��  ���  .  
 
Customer due diligence: Policies, 
restrictions, and measures that must be 
implemented by companies in order to 
know more about the customer and 
inquire about his identity and insurance 
objectives, as for the majority of 
transactions/relations, especially the cases 
of customers considered by companies as 
high risk customers and requiring due 
diligence, such as politically uncovered, 
non-profitable organizations, and others.  

 "�$	��	 "��#?�	 : �	,	�$-	� .�	�/�	� ��2��2�	
 &��	 ��� �����	� �����.� ������	 �+� &V�#� &��	
 =���� � �����	� 1��?�	 "��?� ����
 ��� T�R�
 "��� ��� "�2#���  "�#�����	 =�	��8�

���+�?�	/ ,U�?�	 �>�! @�A =$��� ��;U?�	
.�A��	 &���� ,U�� ������	 �����?� &��	 �

 �������	 1Q� "���/� "�$	� "��#� 0+.���
 )��+� "�����	 ��3 "�?4#�	 ���<#��	� ��2��2

����3�.  

 
Suspicious transaction: It is the transaction 
considered by the company's employee as 
bad or illegal. It is necessary to notify the 
competent authorities about such 
transactions through the report of 
suspected transactions. The employee who 
notifies about such a transaction is free 
from any blame or charge, whether the 
transaction is legal or not, provided that 
notification was made with good 
intention.  

 "�+�?�	 =�����	  ��� : �� �'��"    =������	 "�+��?��	
��� "       0���2% "����	 �<�� ���?� &��	 "+��?��	

          ���3 �8 ,&�2 .��# �+� T�.#� ��]#8 "��.#�
&��<# .          �� ���#�	 	��� �� ^U�-	 0$��

       ������ 1UA � "�#?��	 ��.+2�	 ��� �U��?��	
  ��� =�����	 �U��?��	 .    "�����	 �<�� ���?��

  -�� ��; T��	         "���� �8 ���� T8 � _�#�� ��.A
          ̀8 )/��	 ,	��2  1'! ��.A� T8 � "�$�
         �; ��.A-	 ��� 8 .��  > �8 "��+2 "+��?��	

"�̀# 2! � 1'!.  
 
Unusual transaction: A transaction that 
does not comply with the customer's data, 
objectives, and transactions register.  
Hint: Notifying, hinting, implicitly 
considering or noting that the company or 

   ����?��	 ��3 "�+�?�	 :      :��	��� > &��	 "�+�?�	 &�
1��?�	 ��#��� O�=���+�� 1$2� =�	��8�   .  

)��+��	:   ̀�")��+��	 "      �8 1���?�	 �U�� �� 1��?+�
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any other authority might be inquiring or 
is considering inquiring about the 
customer or any of his transactions.  

       ���� ����-	 �8 Z�#�/ a	���>	 �8 ,�!�-	 ��!
          ��. &� ��� �; _�A8 ".+2 T8 �8 "����	 ̀8
          �8 1���?�	 � :��!� ,	�$� &� �]�4� �8 :��!��	

��� ��; "+��?� T8     .  
 
Company – companies: Insurance and 
reinsurance companies, as well as isurance 
service providers including insurance 
brokers, insurance agents, reinsurance 
brokers, and reinsurance agents.  

   "����	b ������	   :     &�� ���	��	 ����?��� �'��
   ��	���	 ���  ������	 �����    �������  ������	 

����    ���� ��� ��!�	 ���	 �� ,�.2�    ������	 
U��,    �����	 ,�.2�     U����  ������	 ����� , 

�����	 �����.   
 
Subsidiaries: A company whose majority 
of actions are owned by the mother 
company, whether inside or outside the 
country.  

  "?����	 ������	:   � &��	 ������	   "2�2R��	 P+��
=$��A �8 �+��	 1A	� ,	�2  ����28 "����3 �%	.  

 
Attachment: shall mean the provisional 
ban on transferring, exchanging, disposing 
with or moving funds and proceeds or 
attaching same pursuant to an order by a 
court or a competent authority. 

 	 &<4!��	 
$!� :        1���!� ��+� ��<!�	 &#?�
       �	��*�?�	� 1	��%	 1�# �8 @]+A��	�  ���'��
          �8 "���!� �� ���' ��8 0$��� ��
$! �8

"'̀�A� ".+2.  
 
Supervisory Authorities: shall mean 
government authorities that have the 
power to license, supervise and/ or 
oversee companies. 

  "���;��	 ��.+2�	 :      "��̀���!�	 ��.+2��	 &�#?�
          @�A����	 "�̀!U'�� O�]���� &���	 "'̀�A��	

� �	��-	�/������	 "�;	�� �8.  
 
Competent Authorities: shall mean all 
government authorities that are 
authorized to combat money laundering 
and terrorist financing each within its own 
jurisdiction. 

   "'̀��A��	 ��.+2�	 :      ��.+2��	 O���$ &�#?�
      1����� 1	��%	 123 "!����� "��̀A��	 "�̀���!�	

&��<#�	 ��'�'�A	 02! ��#� c1� 0���-	.  

 
Working relation: It is the working 
relation or professional or commercial 
relation between the company and any 
customer. This relation does not require 
the participation of the company in any 
effective transaction or transactions. 
Advice and consultation is considered as 
working relation.  
 

  1�?�	 ";U� :        �8 "��#�� "�;U� �8 1�� ";U�
    1��� T8� "����	 �� "���$� .   ��� &���2� >�

        ���+�� �8 "�+�� T8 &� "����	 "����� ";U?�	
1�� ";U� ������	� )'#�	 =�$�� �?d��  "�+?�.  

 
Customer: Any individual customer or an 
execution individual customer, whether 
natural or legal, or any customer who is 
provided with insurance by the company.  

 1��?�	 :          .��� ���4#� ��� 1��� �8 ��� 1��� T8
      =�� ����� ��<# ��. T8 �8 T�����	 �8 &?��.

�����	 1���8 � Z��8 "����	 .  
 
Financial Intelligence Unit: Financial 
Intelligence Unit of the Ministry of 

   "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� :   ����!��	 ��!�  "������	
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Interior.  "�+A	��	 ��	
�� "?����	.  
 
Non-profit organizations : Any legal 
personality (institution or entity) which 
main activity consists of fund-raising and 
disbursing funds for religious, 
educational, cultural, or social purposes, 
or any other charity activity.  
 

        )���+� "������	 ���3 ��22R��	� ��*���	:  T8
   T�����	 @A�)  "*�� �8 "22R� (  1��� S����

          1	���%	 ���' �8 ��������	 O��$ &2�28
         "������$	 �8 "����Q �8 "���+?� �8 "�#�� a	�3%

"���A�	 1���%	 � �AX ��# T8 �8.  
 
Political personality: Any person who 
occupies or had recently occupied, or 
aiming at or is candidate to occupy a high 
civil position at the government, or 
military position, or any position at a State 
company, etc. This definition covers the 
direct members of the person's family 
(such as wife, parents, children, brothers 
and sisters), and all cooperating persons. 
The cooperating personality is anyone 
who works as consultant or agent for the 
aforementioned person.  

  ��2��2�	 @�A�%	 :     1V� �8 1V�� @A� T8
         &#��� 0'#� 1V�� )��� �8 �?2� �8  Z	��A8
          �8 T��2�� 0'�#� T8 �8 "���!�	 &� O���
         =��UA� "����+� "�?��� "��� T8 &� 0'#� .

          @A���	 ���28 �	���8 ����?��	 	�� 1����
 ���������	) �>�%	� �����	��	� N�
���	 1��Q�

 �	�A%	� ��A-	�(  ��	 @�A�%	�   =?� �#��?� .
         1��?� @A�� T8 ���?���	 @A��	 &#?��

2�������	 @A�+� ZU��� �8 Z	����.  
 
Notification: The act by which the 
company notifies the Financial Intelligence 
Unit about any suspected transaction, 
including the submission of a report.   

 ^U��	:  	 ^U��     � "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� "����
         ������ 1�2�� P�� 1���� ���� =���� "�+�� T8

��#�.  
 
Financial Action Task Force: Financial 
Action Task Force concerned with anti-
money laundering and terrorist financing.  

   &����	 1�?�	 "���$�:      &�����	 1��?�	 "���$�
 ����� "'�A�	     0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!

)FATF.(  
 
Third party: Any natural or legal 
personality who, on behalf of the 
customer/beneficiary, deals with the 
company, or provides it with customers, 
such as brokers, insurance agents, or any 
local or international liberal professions 
employers.  

  e��Q�	 ��.�	 :      T������	 �8 &?��. @A� T8
   1��?�	 � "���#��� ����/     O�� 1���?���� ��4�2��	

        ,U���� ,�.2���� ��� ,U�?�	 ����� �8 "����	
     ���	 0�!'8 � T8 �8 �����	     f,	��2 ���!�	 

����� �8 ��+!� .  
 

   

 
   

 
   

KSA Initiatives  �	 �	������7������	 �7�����	 �����  
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3. The recent few years witnessed fast, long-
term, and wide developments on the level 
of the international financial sector. It 
included comprehensive and harmonized 
struggle against money laundering and 
terrorist financing. Therefore, KSA 
adopted many initiatives including 
judicial measures and other measures 
which respond to international 
developments. Following are some of 
these initiatives adopted in KSA:  
 

  �	��̀.� "�/���	 "+�+��	 �	�#2�	 ���� ���
 �+� :�.#�	� _���	 ���?�� "?��2 ��?'

 ZU��� �f!�4� �+�� �;� &̀����	 &����	 ��.��	
0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 �̀/ �Z�2̀#�� .

 "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	 �]#��  &�������
 ���	�� 1��� �	������	 � "��̀#� "���$�
 �	��̀.�+� 0�$�2� _�A8 ���	��� "�̀*�/;

"�̀����	 .&+� �����  �	������	 ��� � �f/?�
�	 &� ����?�&�� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	:  

J.

 
International level 
• KSA signed and ratified the United 

Nations Convention Against Illicit 

Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and 

Psychotropic Substances (Vienna 

1988) 

• KSA signed and ratified the 

International Convention for the 

Suppression of the Financing of 

Terrorism (New York 1999) 

• KSA signed and ratified the United 

Nations Convention against 

Transnational Organized Crime 

(Palermo 2000) 

• KSA implemented and applied all 

relevant UN Security Council 

resolutions, such as resolutions 1267 

(1999), 1333 (2000), 1363 (2001), 1373 

(2001), 1390 (2002), 1452 (2002), 1455 

(2003), 1526 (2004), relevant to 

counterterrorist finance 

• KSA is a member State of GCC and is 

a full member of the Financial Action 

Task Force (FATF)  

• In September 2003, KSA completed 

the mutual evaluation by a team of 

FATF, based on 40 + 8 FATF 

recommendations. It was one of the 

first countries to be evaluated as per 

this new approach. The results of this 

evaluation were discussed during a 

 /����	 8�����	  
•  ��̀;8� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	 �?];�

 ��!]���	 ��%	 "�̀;�4�	 ��$�>	 "!�����

 "�+�?�	 �	�QR��	� �	��A����)6FHH  

�#���( 

•  ��̀;8� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	 �?];�

 0���-	 1����� �̀! O/�� "�̀����	 "�̀;�4�>	

)6FFFP�����#  .( 

• �?�	 "�+���	 �?];� ��̀;8� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀�

 "���$�	 "!����� ��!]���	 ��%	 "�̀;�4�	

 .��	 ��� "�]<#��	)BCCC�������  .( 

•  ���̀.� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	 ��]4#

  "+'�	 �	� �%	 S+$� �	�	�; O��$

 �;� �	�	���	 1Q� :6BEG) 6FFF(  

�6JJJ) BCCC(�  6JEJ) BCC6(  

�6JGJ) BCC6(�  6JFC) BCCB(  

�6LDB) BCCB(�  6LDD) BCCJ (

�6DBE) BCCL ( 1���� "!����� "�]+?���	

0���-	. 
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plenary session held in February 2004 

in Paris, and were very positive.   

 

•  &� �/� "��� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	 ̀�

 1��� �/� ��� &̀$�+A�	 ��?��	 S+$�

 &����	 1�?�	 "���$� &�)����.( 

•  �����2 ��� &�BCCJ "�+���	 �
$#8  
 1������	 ������	 "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 1�; �

 &����	 1�?�	 "���$� &��̀�� � :���
)����( �+� �
����  LC + H ���'�� 

 &����	 1�?�	 "���$��)���� ( � �#���
 ���� �Z��� ���̀h��; &��	 1*	�%	 1���	 ��

����$�	 "�̀$�#��	 . 	�� "$��# "�;�#� ��$�
 &� ���d� &��	 "�̀�?�	 "2+$�	 &� ������	

 ��	��� ���BCCL� &�  �#��� S���
	f�$ "�̀��$��.  

 
Regional and collective level  
• On the sidelines of a conference held 

in April 1998, KSA signed and ratified 

the Arab Anti-Terrorism Convention, 

under the auspices of the Arab 

League.  

• In July 1999, KSA signed and ratified 

the Islamic Convention Organization 

Convention on Combating 

International Terrorism. 

• In May 2004, KSA signed and ratified 

GCC Convention on Combating 

Terrorism.  

• KSA is a founder State of MENA 

FATF, created in November 2004, the 

objective of which is to promote and 

implement anti-money laundering 

and counterterrorist finance 

international standards, and which 

adopted 40 + 9 anti-money laundering 

and counterterrorist finance 

recommendations of FATF.  

 

  /���$�	� 7/���!�	 8�����	  

•  1���8 ��� &� ��d� ���R� i��� �+�

6FFH "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	 �?];�  

 0���-	 "!����� "�̀��?�	 "�̀;�4�>	 ��̀;8�

"�̀��?�	 1���	 "?��$ "�����. 

•  ����� ��� &�6FFF "�+���	 �?];�  

 "�]<#� "�̀;�4�	 ��̀;8� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	

	 ���R��	&����	 0���-	 "!����� &̀�U2-. 

•  ���� ��� &�BCCL "�+���	 �?];�  

 S+$� 1�� "�̀;�4�	 ��̀;8� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	

0���-	 "!����� &̀$�+A�	 ��?��	. 

•  �/� &� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	 ̀�
 "�.#�� &����	 1�?�	 "���$�� S2R�

 ������8 1���� .2�%	 :���	) �#��–����  (
	 �����# ��� &� �*�#8 &��BCCL ����� 

 "�̀����	 ����?��	 ��4#�� k���� �+� �����
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 &� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!�����
 �]#���  "�.#��	LC + F ���'�� 

 &����	 1�?�	 "���$��)���� ( "!�����
0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123.  

 
National level  
• On 25/6/1424H, KSA issued the Anti- 

Money Laundering Law and its 

Implementing Regulation, under the 

Royal Decree number M/39, dated on 

25/6/1424H, and as per the Decision 

of Council of Ministers number 167 

dated on 20/6/1424H. It presented 

therefore a legal basis to criminalize 

money laundering and terrorist 

finance activities.  

• Under article 11 of Anti-Money 

Laundering regulation, the Financial 

Intelligence Unit was created at the 

ministry of interior, to be the central 

authority which receives and analyses 

reports on suspicious transactions and 

relevant to money laundering and 

terrorist finance activities.  

• KSA formed two permanent national 

committees of different ministries and 

governmental bodies, including 

SAMA, to tackle money laundering 

and terrorist finance issues in the 

Kingdom.  

 

  /&���	 8�����	  

•  &�BD/E/6LBL "�+���	 ���'8  �� 

 1	��%	 123 "!���� ��<# "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	

 �;� &̀�+� ��2�� 0$���  "���4#��	 =�!*>�

�/JF K���� BD/E/6LBL �+� f,�#��  �� 

 �;� ,	�
��	 S+$� �	�;6EG K���� 

BC/E/6LBL �l�#�#�; �f2�28 "��̀��  �� 

%	 123 ".�#8 ���$�� 1����� 1	��

0���-	 . 

•  ��̀���	 0$���66 123 "!���� ��<# � 

 "�̀����	 ����!��	 ��!� �22��  1	��%	

 ����  "�̀+A	��	 ��	
� "+<� �!� "�̀��?2�	

 ������ 1]+!�� �]�+�� &��	 "�̀
����	 ".+2�	

 ".�#�� "�]+?���	� ��� =�����	 �U��?��	

0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123. 

•  ���#8 ��#$� "�̀��?2�	 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	

 ��*��� �	�	
� � ���*	� ���#.�

 ��#�	 "22R� ���� ���  "4+�A� "�̀���!

 O�/	�� "$��?� �����  T��?2�	 &��?�	

 &� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!����

"�+���	 . 
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SAMA initiatives  
Since its foundation in 1952, SAMA issued 
a multiple series of guidelines to the 
parties which are under its supervision, 
relevant to defining the identity of 
customers as well as other information, 
customer due diligence instructions when 
dealing with customers, keeping relevant 
documents and files, in addition to 
notifying concerned authorities about 
suspected transactions. Those guidelines 
were mentioned in a number of regulatory 
and pilot guides.   
 
In November 1995, SAMA issued its first 
set of guidelines relevant to anti-money 
laundering activities to all banks operating 
in the Kingdom. Therefore, recognizing 
the international and legal supervision 
efforts to combat the phenomenon of 
money laundering, SAMA updated its 
guidelines of 1995 and issued in 2003 a 
more comprehensive set of "rules 
governing anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance".    

.�����	 /����	 �&�	 ���0� �	�����  
 &� T��?2�	 &��?�	 ��#�	 "22R� �22�� 8 �#�

 ��?�	6FDB � "��̀#� �����$� ��'h�� &�� 
 :]+?�� ���+� ���� &��	 ���$�	 ��� ����$���	
 ��̀������  _�A8 ����+?�� ,U�?�	 "�̀�� ���!��
 O� 1��?��	 �#� "�̀���/�	 "��#?�	 ����+?��

U�?�	 "+'�	 �	� ��4+��	� �	�#�2��	 <4!�  ,
 �U��?���� "'̀�A��	 ��.+2�	 m�+�� ��� "��/-��

��� =�����	 . ��� &� ����$���	 ��� �$��8 �;�
"������2>	� "�̀��<#��	 "��%	 �.  

 �����# ��� &�6FFD ��#�	 "22R� ���'8 
 � ���%	 ������$� T��?2�	 &��?�	

�� "�]+?���	 ����$���	 1	��%	 123 "!���� ".�#
 "�̀��?�	 "�+���	 &� 1�?� &��	 ���'��	 O��$�

"�̀��?2�	 . �	��-	 ���$� �Z�	���	  &�������
 123 ����< ����#	 "!����� "�̀#�#���	� "�̀����	
 T��?2�	 &��?�	 ��#�	 "22R� �Q�̀!  1	��%	

 ��?�	 ����$�� &̀��/� 1���6FFD "�̀��̀%	 
%	 123 "!����� ���� ��� &� ���'8�  1	��

BCCJ Z>��� �Q�8 "���$� " ��!� &��	 ��	��+�
����0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!."  

General provisions relevant to the 
requirements of anti-money laundering and 

counterterrorist finance measures 

 �	���	 ��� ������ �������� ���� ����� ������ 

�����	  

General implementation of anti-money 
laundering and counterterrorist finance 

measures 

  ������ �	���	 ��� ������ �������� ����	  �����	

�����	  

4. 
 

Every company should implement the 
rules relevant to the recommendations 
published by FATF, including detailed 
commitments and measures which will be 
mentioned at a later stage, and which 
must be taken by the company to prevent 
money laundering and terrorist financing. 
The company must take into consideration 
the nature of its activities, its organization 

           "��+?���	 ���	���	 :���.� "�����	 �+� 0$�
       &����	 1�?�	 "���$� � ����'�	 ���'�����
     &��	 "�+�'4��	 �	,	�$-	� ���	
��>	 "#�/���	
        �����A�	 "����	 �+� 0$	��	 Z��!> ����� ���2

    1������ 1	��%	 123 O#��  0����-	  .  ��+��
       ���+���� ��.��# "?��. �����>�� �A%	 "����	

L.
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structure, the type of its customers and 
transactions at the time of setting anti-
money laundering and counterterrorist 
finance policies and measures. It has as 
well to make sure of the sufficiency and 
relevance of measures taken compared 
with general requirements and objectives 
mentioned in these rules.   

        O�/� ��#� �����+��� ��*U�� ��#� &��<#��	
      1����� 1	��%	 123 "!���� �	,	�$�� ��2��2
         "��,U�� "���4� �� �����	 ���+��  0���-	
     �	���%	� ����+.��+� ����A�� &��	 �	,	�$-	

�	���	 ��� &� ���+� @�'#��	 "��?�	�.  
5. Companies must commit to the following:  

 
��>	 ������	 �+�&������ �	:  D.

 a) Develop written policies and 
provedures aiming at combating 
money laundering and terrorist 
financing, as per article 15 of Insurance 
Implementing Regulations; confirm 
the full compliance with all regulatory 
and procedural requirements, 
including registers keeping and 
cooperation with the Financial 
Intelligence Unit of the ministry of 
interior and the competent authorities 
responsible for the implementation of 
Anti-Money Laundering and 
Counterterrorist Finance Rules and its 
Implementing Regulations, including 
the disclosure of information at the 
appropriate moment. 

  8 (        ��� ���� "����� �	,	�$�� ��2��2 O/�
       ���� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!����

    �����	 &� ,�$)6D (     "����4#��	 "�!*U�	 �
         &#���?��	 ������	 ������ "�;	�� ��<#�
        ����+.���	 O���$� ����	 �	
��>	 � �����	�
          <�4! P��� &�� ���� "�*	�$-	� "���<#�	

    ��	 ��!� O� ��?��	� �U$2�	  "�����	 ����!
        �� "��R2���	 ����$�	� "�+A	��	 ��	
��
       0����-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 ��<# :��.�

    ";U?�	 �	� ��	���	� "���4#��	 =�!*>�   &� ��� 
         ��;��	 &�� �����+?��	 � n�'�-	 P��

02�#��	.  
 b) Make sure of the full understanding of 

all company's officials and employees 
of the content of those rules, and take 
all necessary measures to combat 
money laundering and terrorist 
financing.   

  0 (          &4<���� &��R2�� O���$ ��� � �����	
         Z����� Z����� ���	���	 ��� _��!�� "����	
      �!# ��.���!>	 "��� �A8� ���+� ���U.	�

"!����  1����� 1	��%	 1230���-	.  
 c) Review anti-money laundering and 

counterterrorist finance policies and 
procedures in a regular way to insure 
their effectiveness, including the 
review of policies and measures 
relevant to anti-money laundering 
and counterterrorist finance policies 
and provedures issued by the internal 
audit department or the compliance 
official to insure compliance, 
including: (1) evaluating the rules of 
detecting any money laundering or 
terrorist finance transaction, (2) 
evaluating, reviewing, and verify the 

  N (       12�3 "!���� �	,	�$�� ��2��2 "?$	��
       ��/�� ���<�#�� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	

������?� .        ��2��2��	 "�?$	�� P��� ���
    1	���%	 123 "!����� "'�A�	 �	,	�$-	�
 ��	�� ��� ����'���	 0�����-	 1�������
      ��/� �	
��>	 1�R2� �8 "�+A	��	 "?$	���	

   �+� 1����� ��� �����	) :6 (   ���<#�	 ������ 
         1	���8 12�3 ����+�� T8 ���� @�A�	

    0���� 1�����)B (   �������	 "?$	��� �����
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validity of  exceptional reports of 
huge or unusual transactions, (3) 
review the quality of notification 
about suspected transactions, (4) 
evaluating the level of knowledge of 
customer service employees.  

   "����?�	 ��3 �8 "�A/�	 ���+�?+� "�*�#Q�2>	
      ���!�' � �����	�)J (    ����$ "�?$	��

         �  ����� =������	 ���+�?�	 � ^U�-	)L (
       "���A &4<�� P	���� "��?� _��2� �����

�������R2� ,U�?�	.  
 d) Develop and implement policies and 

procedures relevant to costumer's 
acceptance and dealing with him, 
develop customer due diligence 
procedures, stipulated by article 15 of 
the Rules, taking into consideration 
the risks of money laundering and 
terrorist financing, according to the 
type of the customer, his transactions, 
and the working relation with him. 

 

  � (         "�'�A �	,	��$�� ��2��2 :��.�� O/�
      �	,	�$� ��A�	� =?� 1��?��	� 1��?�	 1����
       1��?�	 ��$� �
U�	 @�!�	� "�$	��	 "��#?�	

     �����	 &� ���+� @�'#��	)6D (   ���� �
       �.�A� �����>�� �A%	 P�� &� ���  ��	���	
      �+� Z	�����	 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123

�� =���+��� 1��?�	 ��#=?� 1�?�	 ";U. 
  

6. Anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance policies and 
measures must clarify the following:  

  
Money laundering steps 
Money laundering process consists of 
three steps:  
a) Placement: Introduce funds gained 
from illegal sources into financial 
systems, including insurance sector 
(insurance contracts).  

b) Layering: Hide and separate illegal 
funds from their sources through a 
number of complex measures.  

c) Integration: Reinvest illegal funds in 
the legal economy to take the form of 
legal funds.   

 

         12�3 "�!���� �	,	�$�� ��2��2 �/�� 8
      )��/�� "�����	 _�� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	

&+� ��� P	���� "��?��: 
  

1	��%	 123 1!	��  
 � � �̀��� 1	��%	 123 "�+��1!	�� eUQ:  

 8 (  1�V���	 :1�A�� %	  1	��   ���'� � "�2����	
  ��� "����� ��3     "������	 "�<#%	   ���#��

 �����	 ��.;)�������	 ��(.  
 0 (  "���.V��	 :,���4A�'���� 11	����%	  ����3 

�	"����� /    �� ��� ����'� � �	�	��-	� 
����+�?�	 ���?��	 .  

 N (  k���	 :�����   ��<�� 1	��%	   ��3 �	"����� 
 ��'�;>	 &� &����	     ���� ��! �� 1	��8 ��#� 

"�����. 
  
  

E.

 The company must be aware that the 
insurance sector is exposed to transactions 
that might aim at money laundering and 

     ���.; 8 P	��� "�����	 �+� &V�#��  ������	 
 ���+�?� a�?�  ��� ����   1	��%	 123   1����� 
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terrorist financing. We mention some 
transactions as example:  

• A lump sum added to the life 
insurance contract.  

• A lump sum added to personal 
pension contracts.  

 
 

        > 1�Q��	 1��2 �+� ���+�?�	 ��� ��  0���-	
&+� �� �'!�	: 

•  �.�� m+��        ��+� ����� ��� ��	 ��/� �
���!�	.  

• ��         �������	 ����� ���	 ��/�� ��.�� m+ 
"�'A��	. 

  
 The company must also be aware that the 
techniques adopted to finance terrorism 
are essentially the same techniques 
adopted to hide sources and usage of 
money laundering. However, the main 
differences between the two are: 

• Small amounts of money are usually 
required to commit terrorist acts in an 
individual manner; therefore, it is 
difficult to track terrorist funds. 

• Terrorists can be financed by incomes 
received in a legal manner, for that it is 
difficult to define the period during 
which legal funds became terrorist 
funds. 

  8 P	��� P��� ���+� &V�#� ��� ���̀#���	
 &̀2�28 1��� &� 0���-	 1����� "��A�2��	
 ���'� ,�4A- "?�]���	 ��#�� ���̀#���	
 :�	�4�	 ̀���  1	��%	 123 ���	�A�2	�

=]#8 &� �#Q>	 �� "�̀2�*��	:  
•  1	��%	 � ���V'�	 m�����	 ��� �� �f���3

�̀����� 1�?�8 �	��;> "��+.�  "�̀��� "
"�̀����-	 1	��%	 &]4�� 0?'�	 � 1?$�� 

• � �̀�� 1�A	�� � ������-	 1���� ��
 � ��� ��  ����� 1��� ���+� 1�'!�	
 ���� �!�'8 &��	 "+!���	 ���!� 0?'�	

%	"�̀����� Z>	��8 "�̀����	 1	��. 
  

 Terrorists can receive incomes from 
multiple sources, taking the form of 
formal and informal financing. Financing 
forms can be categorized as follows:               

 

• Financial support  
This financing takes the form of charity 
grants, local society assistance, and 
other fund-raising initiatives that 
might come from entities or 
individuals. 

• Criminal activity 
This financing usually results from 
criminal activities such as money 
laundering, fraud, and other financial 
crimes. 

• Legal source 
This type of financing can result from 

  ��+�A	�� �+� 1�'!�	 �?�.�2� ������-	�
 O�$� �� �f���3  ���'��	 � "��̀#� "���$� �

&��<#�	 ��3� &��<#�	 1�����	 �� . ����
 &� 1�Q��	 1��2 �+� 1�����	 1���8 ��#'�

"�����	 �	�#%	 : 

 

• /����	 ����	 

���	 	�� &��� 8 ��� ���� 1�� �+� 1��

 &+!��	 O��$��	 ����2� S����	�  "�̀��A

 � &��� �; 1	��%	 O�$� _�A8 �	������

�	��8 �8 ��#���.  
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standing legal actions to finance fully 
or partially those illegal activities. 

• /9�&$�	 ��+&�	 

 ".�#%	 � 1�����	 	�� &��� �� �f���3

 1���!>	�  1	��%	 123 1Q� "�̀*�#$�	

_�A%	 "�̀����	 �*	�$�	�.  

• /��+�	 ��:��	  

   �#�	 	�� &��� �;     .���# �� 1������	 � �
       1���� 1��� 1�̀��� "�*���	 "�����	 1���%	

"������	 ��3 ".�#%	 ��� &*
$ �8.  
7. Companies must categorize operations 

and customer categories according to the 
level of risks relevant to the possibility of 
money laundering and terrorist finance. 
Moreover, the specific types of operations 
must comply with the identification of 
customers, in order to develop a 
comprehensive and integrated approach 
about money laundering and terrorist 
financing, and develop a customer 
identification sample specifying that. 

  �#'� 8 ������	 �+����+�?�	,U�?�	 ��*��  
�	 _��2�� Z�����.�A� "�!�# � "�#���� e��! 

 1����� 1	��%	 1230���-	 . 8 0$� P����
�	 � ���!��	 �	�#%	 :�	������+�? ��4+� O� 

 O/� 1$8 � ,U�?�	 ���?� 1��� ��'�
123 � 1������ 1����� 1	��%	  0���-	

� N���# O/��P�� ��!� 1��?�	 "��?�.  

G.

8. Companies must set a minimum value for 
opeartions that require an inquiry about 
possible money laundering activity or 
terrorist financing, such as a transaction of 
more than 10,000 SR. Such operation 
requires a maximum effort to inquire 
about customers and the objective of the 
operation. Companies must put down the 
results of the inquiry in writing. 
Companies should not accept any cash 
amounts of more than 10,000 SR. Any 
such amount must be collected according 
to bank transactions such as checks, points 
of sale, direct transfer, etc.. 

  "���� �#�8 �! O/� ������	 �+����+�?�	  &��	
 &� :�!��	 &� ,���	 0+.��"�#���� "�+�� e��! 

 1����� 1	��%	 1230���-	   1�Q��	 1��2 �+�
�'!�	 >  T8 � ���	 ��� "+��?� 6C CCC 

 0+.�� T��?2 1��� ��� ��$ �';�� �����	
:�!�+� "�+�?�	 ��� � :�!��	� ,U�?�	 �  

�+� :�!��	 k*��# 1$2� 8 ������	 ������Z�. 
 m���� "�8 1��; ��� ������	 �+� &V�#� ���

 � �Q�8 ��� "���#6C,CCC &V�#� e�!� 1��� 
 1Q� "��#��	 �U��?��	 � T8 0$��� ��*�4��2	

����3� ������	 1��!��	  O���	 .��#  ������	.  

H.

    

Cooperation and communication means  	��:�)	 ���� ������  

9. Companies must develop policies and 
procedures that explain the 

  n��� �	,	�$�� ��2��2 O/� ������	 �+� F.
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communication mechanism with SAMA. 
These policies and procedures must 
include the following at least: 

"��X"22R� O� 1'	���	 ��#�	  .� �/�� 8 0$�
 �	,	�$>	� ��2��2�	 ����#�8 �!�&+� �� :  

 
a) Information about the ways of 

communication with the official 
responsible for anti-money laundering 
and counterterrorist finance measures 
at the company. 

 

  8 (     1�R2��	 �<����� 1�'�>	 ����+?�   &�� 
"����	 �   1������ 1	��%	 123 "!���� 

0���>	. 

  
 
b) Communication processes adopted in 

cases of applications submitted by 
SAMA, as well as the ways of 
submitting reports to SAMA.   

 

  0(  1�'�-	 �	,	�$� �>�! &� "?����	 
 "22R��	 � "�����	 ���+.�	 "$��?�

	 ����� :�. P����"22R��	 ��	 �������.  

10. Companies must create effective 
communication networks with brokers 
and agents in order to exchange 
information at the required pace to 
combat money laundering and terrorist 
finance. 

  O� "��?� 1�'�	 �	�#; ,��#� ������	 �+�
� ,�.2��	 ����+?��	 1���� ���� ,U���	

�"��+.��	 "��2��� 1	��%	 123 "!����� 
0���-	 1�����.  

6C.

11. The Company, in case of dealing with 
third parties outside the Kingdom, must 
only deal with licensed insurance and 
reinsurance companies, licensed insurance 
brokers and agents, who implement anti-
money laundering and counterterrorist 
finance measures. 

  �+� "Q��Q �	�.8 O� 1��?��	 1�! &�  "����	
  "�+���	 N��A�����	 ����� O� .�� 1��?��	 

�����	 ������U��� ,�.2�� "']A���	 , �����	 
 123 "!���� ���	�� ���̀.� ���	� �'A���	

 1����� 1	��%	0���-	.  

66.

12. When a company buys fully or partially 
another company or any third party in a 
foreign country, it must make sure that 
the acquired company or third party is or 
will be governed by customer due 
diligence procedures at the time of 
acquisition, according to the requirements 
of these rules, with the exception of the 
following two cases: 

  1����	 �	�!�2>�� �����; �#� "����	 �+� 0$�
 "Q��Q�	 �	�.%	 � T8 �8 "��� �+� &*
$�	 �8
 ��.�	 �8 "����	 8 � �����	  "��#$8 "��� &�

 �� &��	 e��Q�	 ��2 �8 :�.� ���+� �	�!�2>	
 �#� ��*U�� ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$� :�.�
 &� >�  ��	���	 ��� ���+.��� Z���� �	�!�2>	

����p	 ����!�	:  

6B.

 a) If the acquired company or third party 
keeps records of customer due 
diligence for all its customers 
including information relevant to the 
customer’s data, and if the company 
has no doubt about the relevance of 
available information. 

 

  8 (         ��!�2��	 e��Q�	 ��.�	 �8 "����	 �#�� 	��
         "���#?�	 �	,	��$� �U$2�� <4��!� =�+�
       ����+?��	 P�� &� ��� ,U�?�	 O��$� "�$	��	

   ��#���� "�+?���	     "����	 _�� �� ���  1��?�	
         �����+?��	 "��,U� �8 "!' &� P� T8
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����� ���	����	. 
  

 b) If the company inquires about the 
customer due diligence performed by 
the acquired company or third party, 
so that there will be no doubt about 
their compliance with anti-money 
laundering and counterterrorist 
finance measures and restrictions.    

 

  0(   �	,	�$� 1�! f,�'��2	 "����	 T�$� 8
 �8 "����	 ��� ���; &��	 "�$	��	 "��#?�	
 ��� ��<� U� =�+� ��!�2��	 e��Q�	 ��.�	
 .�	�/�	� �	,	�$Y� ����*U� &� P� T8

 1	��%	 123 "!����� "�2�#��	 1�����
0���-	.  

Working relation acceptance conditions, 
customer identification and customer due 

diligence procedures 

  �����	 ��  ���	� ����	 �!"� ���! �	#	�$%

��$	��	 ���&��	 �	#	�$%�  

General provisions relevant to working 
relations acceptance measures and customer 

due diligence  

     �	#	�$� �����	 �����	    ����	 �!"� ���!  �;��&��	�

�����	 3�$� ��$	��	  
13. The Company must conduct customer 

due diligence procedures in the following 
cases: 

  "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$� ��A�	 "����	 �+� 0$�
 �>�!�	 &� 1��?�	 ��$�"��p	:  

6J.

 a) Build a working relation 
 

 a ( 1�� ";U� "��;�. 
  

 b) Have suspicion about any money 
laundering or terrorist finance activity  

 

 b(  �8 1	��W� 123 "�+�� T8 &� �����>	
0���Y� 1����.  

 c) Have suspicion about the relevance of 
pieces of information, data, or 
documents received from the customer 
to inquire about his identity. 

 

 c(  :*�Q� �8 ����+?� �8 ��#��� "!' &� P��	
 :�!��	 a�V� 1��?�	 � ���+� 1�'!�	 ��

=���� �.  
14. The Company must take all necessary 

measures enabling it of receiving of 
integral and real data about any customer 
and his insurance objectives. It must not 
provide products and services to persons 
having anonymous or illusionary names 
or persons with whom it is restricted to 
deal. 

  "�
U�	 �	�.A�	 O��$ ��A�	 "����	 �+� 0$�
+� 1�'!�	 � ��#��� &��	 "+��� ��#��� �

"�#�����	 =�	��8� 1��� T8 � "����!� . ���+��
 ,��2�� @�A�% ����A� ��$�#� ����� ���
 1��?��	 ��<!� @�A�8 �8 "���� �8 "���$�

��?�.  

6L.

15. The Company must apply customer due 
diligence procedures on all customers, by 
taking the following steps: 

 �+� ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$� :��.� "����	 
 P���  ,U�?�	 "��� �+� 1��?�	� �	�.A�	 ��A��

"��p	:  

6D.

 a) Inquiring about the identity of the 
customer, by using the required 

  8(  	 �	�#�2��	 �	�A�2��  1��?�	 "��� � :�!��
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original documents according to anti-
money laundering rules and 
regulations, and article 16 of this rules. 
This applies to all legal signatories on 
insurance transactions. 

 123 "!���� ��<# 0$��� "��+.��	 "�+'%	
 �����	 0$���� "���4#��	 =�!*>� 1	��%	

)6E ( �+� P�� :�.#��  ��	���	 ��� �
�	 @�A�%	 O��$ �+� O�;���	 ����� a�4�

"�#�����	 "�+�?�	.  
 b) Inquiring about the actual beneficiaries 

and dominating parties on the 
insurance transaction according to 
anti-money laundering rules and 
regulations, and article 16 of this rules. 

  0(  �����!�	 ���4�2��	 � :�!��	 "�+�?�	 � 
 �	�A�2�� =�+� ��.�2��	� "�#�����	
 ��<# 0$��� "��+.��	 "�+'%	 �	�#�2��	
 "���4#��	 =�!*>� 1	��%	 123 "!����

 �����	 0$����)6E (��	���	 ��� �.  
 c) Receiving information about the 

purpose on the nature of the working 
relation according to the type of 
customer, the working relation or the 
operation, to enable the company of 
performing the customer due diligence 
procedures in a continuous manner. 

  N(   � a�V�	 � ����+?� �+� 1�'!�	
  1��?�	 ��# �+� ,�#� ���?��.� 1�?�	 ";U�

��  "�+�?�	 �8 1�?�	 ";U�� � "����	 ��
 1��� 1��?�	 ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 1��

���2�.  
 d) Making sure of the compliance of 

customer due diligence procedures in 
a continuous manner, such as 
continuous audit in all opeartions 
concluded during the working relation 
period to guarantee that all operations 
comply with the knowledge and the 
data of the customer. 

  �(   "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$q� �	
��>	 � �����	
 ���2��	 :�;���	 1Q�  �	���2�� 1��?�	 ��$�
 1�?�	 ";U� ���� 1UA ���+�?�	 O��$ &�
 "��?� O� :4�� ���+�?�	 O��$ 8 ��/�

=��#����  1��?�	.  
16. When inquiring about the identity of the 

customer and the actual beneficiary of the 
insurance opeartions, the company must 
get informed about effective original 
documents, as per the following: 

   ,U�?�	 "��� � :�!��	 �#� "����	 �+� 0$�
��!�	 ���4�2��	�  "�#�����	 "�+�?�	 � ���

 1�?4��	 "���2�	 "�+'%	 :*�Q��	 �+� �U.>	
&�p	 �!#�	 �+�:  

6E.

 a) Natural personalities                                                                                                                                                
Saudi citizens: 

• National identity card or family 
record. 

• The address, the residence and the 
working place of the person. 

Individual foreigners: 

• Residency or five year residency 
card, GCC citizens passport, or 
diplomatic card for diplomats 

•  The address, the residence and the 
working place of the person. 

  8 (  ��?��.�	 @�A�%	  
��������	 ��&�	���	:  

• ��2%	 1$2 �8 "�#.��	 "����	 ";�.�. 
•        1�!�� =����;� ���� @A��	 	�#�

=+��. 
�	���	 ����	��	:  

•         �	� "�'�A�	 "���;-	 ";�.� �8 "��;�
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 �42���	 
	���$ �8 S���A�	 �	�#2���	
       1���� ���?��	 S+$� 1�� &#.	���

     �2���+���	 ";�.��	 �8 "���?�	 k�+A�	 "�
��+���2���+. 

• 1�?�	 1!�� "��;-	 ���� 	�#?�	.  
 b) Legal personalities: 

It is necessary to acquire the biggest 
amount of information and documents 
to know the nature and the quality of 
the legal personality, according to the 
relation or the insurance transaction as 
it is mentioned below.  
Licensed companies, enterprises, and 
shops: 

• A copy of the commercial 
registration from the Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry  

• A copy of the article of association, 
its annexes, or the memorandom 
of association, annexes and any 
modifications. 

• A copy of the manager in charge 
identity card.  

Non lucrative bodies and 
institutions: 

• A copy of the license issued by a 
relevant governmental body  

• A permit from the Board delivered 
to the persons who will be charged 
with building working relations 
with the company, such as the 
President, the V.P, or the financial 
manager, and copies of their 
identities 

•  A copy of the article of association 
Governmental sectors:  
A copy of all required documents 
according to the regulation and the 
administrative rules of the 
governmental body 

  0 (  �����>	 @�A�%	��:  
         �� ���� ��; ���8 �+� 1�'!�	 &V�#�
      "�?��. �+� ��?�+� �	�#�2��	� ����+?��	
        ��$! 02�! T������>	 @A��	 "���#�
          ��	� ��� ���� "��#�����	 "�+�?�	 �8 ";U?�	

��#�8 .  
+�	�:'���	 �"���	� ����0��	� ����:  

•        �� ���'�	 T��$��	 1$2�	 � "A2#
� ���$��	 ��	
�"��#'�	. 

•         "����+� &�2�2%	 ���<#�	 � "A2#
      T8� =�!U�� S�2���	 ��� �8 =�!U��

���+� �U��?�. 
• 1�*2��	 �����	 "��� ";�.� � "A2#.  

=���� ����5�	 ��� ����0��	� ��9�5�	: 

•       "�$�	 � ���'�	 @�A���	 � "A2#
";U?�	 �	� "����!�	. 

•       @�A��%	 ��� ��	�-	 S+$� a��4�
 ���2 ���	       O�� 1��� ";U� "��;� ��

       �8 S�*���	 0*�#  S�*��	 1Q� "����	
         1�� "���� �� K2#�  &����	 �����	

��#�. 
• &2�2%	 ��<#�	 � "A2#. 

�������	 ������	:  

     ���<#� Z���� "��+.��	 :*�Q��	 O��$ � "A2#
T�	�-	 ����<#�� "����!�	 "�$�	. 
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17. If the company has reasons to doubt about 
the credibility of information provided by 
the customer, it has to use all the possible 
means to inquire about the relevance of 
the pieces of information, as calling the 
phone numbers of the house or work, etc.. 

 �'� &� �����U� 0��28 "����	 _�� �� 	�� "�;	
 8 "����	 �+� 0$�  1��?�	 ����; ����+?� "�8
 P+� "!' � :�!�+� "#����	 1�2�	 1� 1�?�2�
 �8 1
#��	 ���� ��;��� 1'�� ��  ����+?��	

P�� ��� ��� 1�?�	.  

6G.

18. Companies must make sure that 
applicants do not use ficticious names and 
that an insurance document for an 
anonymous person was not issued. The 
steps of determining customers must 
include the following at least: 

  > �������	 8 � �����	 ������	 �+�
2�� "��Q� �	�'� ��� �� =#8� ���
� ,��28 ���A

"����	 1��$� @A�� ���� .� �/�� 8 0$�
 1!	�����!�+� ,U�?�	  1;%	 �&�p	:  

6H.

 a) Inquire about the identity of the 
applicant by using governmental 
documents (such as identity cards and 
passports, etc.), as stipulated in article 
16 of the Rules. 

  8(   �	�#�2� �	�A�2�� ������	 "��� � :�!��	
 "����!)�'!�	 > 1�Q��	 1��2 �+�  

  �42�	 �	
	�$� "����	 ��;�.�...K�	( ���  
 �����	 &� ,�$)6E (��	���	 ��� �.  

 b) Determine the beneficiary and inquire 
about his/her identity by using 
governmental documents, (such as 
identity cards and passports, etc.), as 
stipulated in article 16 of the Rules. 

  0(  �!�� =���� � :�!��	� ��4�2��	 �)�8 (
 "����! �	�#�2� �	�A�2�� ������ 1��2 �+�

�'!�	 > 1�Q��	 �	
	�$� "����	 ��;�.�  
 �42�	...K�	(   �����	 &� ,�$ ���)6E ( �

��	���	 ���.  
 c) Receive information about the 

objective of building the working 
relation between the applicant and the 
company. 

  N(  @�'A� ����+?� �+� 1�'!�	 ����	 
���� �;U� "	 1�?�"����	� ������	 �� .  

 d) Receive a memorandum of association 
or similar justification on creation or 
existence, and receive information 
relevant to the formal form of the 
applicant, his address, his managers, 
his high management, as well as the 
provisions that the applicant commits 
to abide by. 

  �(  =���� ���Q� �8 S�2�� ��� �+� 1�'!�	 
� ��$��	 �8 ,��#-	 1�! �+� 1�'!�	

�� :]+?�� ����+?�1���	 &��<#� ��̀���+� 
 =#	�#��*	���� =�=��	�� P���� ��+?�	 

 ������	 �
�+� &��	 ���!%	������q�.  
19. The Company must make sure of the 

applicant/beneficiary address by using 
the appropriate measures (such as 
receiving a copy of an electricity or phone 
bill). 

  "����	 �+������	��̀����	 	�#� �  / ��4�2��	
 "�2�#��	 0���2%	 1��?�2	 1UA �) 1��2 �+�

�'!�	 > 1�Q��	 � "A2# �+� 1�'!�	  
,������	 ������ �����	 �8  .(  

6F.

Risks document  ���'��	 �&���  
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20. 
Companies must develop customers’ 
acceptance policies in order to determine 
the applicants who seems money 
launderers and terrorism financers. Those 
aspects must be summarized in the risks 
document relevant to the 
applicants/customers. 

Companies must introduce the following 
components at least in the risks document 
relevant to the customers: 

    ������	 �+�/� � O      1���; ���2��2 ����.�
   ���!� 1$8 � ,U�?�	 �������	     �4'��� ���	 

     &����� 1	��%	 &+2�3 )�U��0���-	 .  ����
   0$� )�U��	8        �.��A��	 �#�2�� &�� @A+� 

�+?���	"���̀������  /,U�?�	.  

� �#�8 �!� "�����	 �'�#?�	 1�$2� ������	 �+�
�+?���	 �.�A��	 �#�2�  &�",U�?��� :  

BC.

 a) The nature of the insurance document 
or documents. 

  8(   "��Q� "?��.)�8 (�����	 :*�Q�.  
 b) Repetition and volume of activities. 

  0(  ".�#%	 �$!� �	���.  
 c) The customer’s background (such as 

the place of birth, working place, etc.). 
  N(   1��?�	 "�4+A)�Q��	 1��2 �+��'!�	 > 1  

 1�?�	 ���  �U���	 ���...K�	(.  
 d) Customer’s file. 

  �(  1��?�	 �+�.  
 e) Working nature of the customer. 

  �(  1��?�	 1�� "?��..  
 f) Complexity of the ownership structure 

of customers and legal beneficiaries. 
  �(  &� ���?��	 _��"��+� 1���  �	 ,U�?

4�2��	��� ��������>	.  
 g) Payment ways used by the customer. 

  
(  1��?�	 1�; � "��A�2��	 O���	 :�..  
 h) The funds source and the income of 

the customer. 
  n(  1��?�	 1A�� 1	��8 ��'�.  

 i) Determine the beneficiaries of the 
applications, whether it is the 
customer himself or a third party. 

  .(   ,	�2 �����.��	 �+� 1'!��2 � ���!�
�8 =24# 1��?�	 �� ��. e��Q.  

21. The Company must develop customers’ 
acceptance policies and measures in order 
to determine the type of the customer who 
might face more than medium risks 
relevant to anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance measures. It must 
develop comprehensive and detailed 
policies and measures relevant to 
customer due diligence towards high risks 
customer, including the development of 
clear internal policies to approve the 
working relation with this customer. 

  �	,	�$�� ��2��2 ���.� "����	 �+� 0$�
 T��	 1��?�	 "���# ���!� ���� 1��?�	 1��;
 =���; �+� "������	 �.�A��	 ��� 8 1��!�
 123 "!����� :+?�� �� &� .2����	 � �+�8

0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 . ��2��2 O/� ���+��
 "�$	��	 "��#?�	 ��� "+'4�� "+��� �	,	�$��

 1��?�	 ��$� P�� &� ���  "���?�	 �.�A��	 T�
 �+� "��	��+� "!/	� "�+A	� ��2��2 O/�

1��?�	 	�� O� 1�?�	 ";U�.  

B6.

22. The Company must update data that are 
received according to customer due 

           ���� &���	 ���#����	 e��!� "����	 �+� 0$� BB.
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diligence measures towards the customer 
to make sure of their accuracy and safety. 
It must perform a periodic review or a 
review according to the need for actual 
records, especially customers or high risk 
working relations records, when cases 
requiring the update of those pieces of 
information happen, such as: 
• Application made by an actual 

customer to build a new relation or 
introduce a radical change on the 
nature of the actual relation. 

• The existence of unusual activities or 
contradictory to the usual dealing 
mode of the customer according to the 
available information in the company. 

• When the Company is not convinced 
about the existence of sufficient 
information on the customer, or when 
it doubts about the relevance of data 
previously received from the 
customer. 

    ��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$� 0$��� ���+� 1�'!�	  "��$	
         ����+��  ����U�2� ���;� � ����+� 1��?�	 ��$�
        02�! "?$	�� ,	�$� �8 "���� "?$	�� ,	�$�
       ���*� �U$2 "'�A�� "���!�	 �U$2+� "$�!�	
        "����?�	 �.�A��	 �	� 1�?�	 ��;U� �8 ,U�?�	
          ���� e���!� &���2�� �>��! 1�'! �#�

1Q� ����+?��	:  
•           �8 �����$ "�;U� "���;� &��! 1��� 0+.

        "�;U?�	 "�?��. �+� T���$ ���V� ,	�$�
=?� "���!�	. 

•          .�#�� "�4��A� �8 "���� ��3 ���+�� ��$�
        �����+?��	 02�! 1���?+� T��?�	 1�	���	

"����	 _�� =#� ���	����	. 
•         "����� �����+?� ��$�� "����	 ��#�;	 ���

          �8 "!�' &� ����� P� ��	�� �8 1��?�	 �
     '!�	 =� :�2 &��	 ��#����	 "�*U�  ���+� 1�

1��?�	 �.  
Operations Control  �������	 ��!	��  

23. Companies must apply developed 
measures that allow the most possible 
efforts to inquire about the customer and 
evaluate the risks level, in addition to the 
measures stipulated in article 16 of the 
Rules, in the following cases: 

  "'̀�A ���̀.�� �	,	�$� :��.� ������	 �+�
:�!�+� ��� ��$ �';�� �����	 )��� 1��?�	 � 

 �.�A��	 "$�� ������"��/�  ��� �	,	�$-	 
�������	 &� �����	) 6E (��	���	 ��� � P��� 

"�����	 �>�!�	 &�:  

BJ.

 a) Working relations and indirect 
operations (clarified in article 28 of the 
Rules). 

  8(  	 ��;U�1�?� ����+�?�	�������	 ��3  
) �����	 &� "!/��BH��	���	 ��� � (.  

 b) High risk categories of applicants, 
working relations, or operations 
(clarified in articles 60, 61, and 62 of 
the Rules). 

  0(  �*4�	"���� ��	 �.�A� ���̀����	 � 8 �
	 ��;U�1�?� �8 ���+�?�	)  &� "!/��

 �	���	E6,EC� EB��	���	 ��� � (.  
24. If applicants are legal personalities or are 

unified by a formal agreement, companies 
must take all necessary measures to: 

 	�� Z�'�A�8 ���̀����	 ��  ��?�$� �8 ���#?�
 ���	���	 1� ��A�	 ������	 �+�  &��<# :�4�	

�	"�
U1$8 � :  

BL.
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 a) Make sure that any person who 
intends to act on behalf of the 
applicant is charged to do so. 

  8(   8 � �]����	T8 �2�� ��'��	 T�#� @A� 
P��� ����+� a�4� �� ������	.  

 b) Know the ownership and 
responsibility structure of the 
applicants. 

  0(  "��?��	� "��+��	 1��� "���*2� "?����	 
������+�.  

 c) Determine natural personalities who 
fully own or dominate the applicant. 

  N(  �.�	 @�A�%	 �� � ���!�� ���	 ��?
��.�2� �8 ��̀����	 ��.�	 Z����� ��+�� 

=�+�.  
 This inquiry must take place before or 
during the dealing period or during the 
period of activity of informal customers. 

  ���� 1UA �8 1�; ��� 8 0$� :�!��	 	��1��?��	 
 ,	�$	 ���� 1UA �	���+��  ��3 ,U�?+�

�	��<�#�.  
25. The Company must inquire about the 

identity of the customer, the possible 
customer, and the actual beneficiary 
before and during the working relation. 
Companies which are unable to make the 
maximum possible effort to inquire about 
the customers must not perform the 
required operations by the customer at the 
beginning of the relation. In such case, the 
Company must study the need to notify 
the Financial Intelligence Unit. The 
Company must not start dealing with any 
customers before completing all 
determination measures and inquiring 
about the customer. 

  1��?�	 "��� � :�!��	 "����	 �+� 0$�
 1UA� 1�; &���!�	 ��4�2��	� 1��!��	 1��?�	�

1�?�	 ";U� "��;� .� ��3 ������	 �+��	 �����
 �+�:�!�+� ��� ��$ �';�� �����	  ,U�?�	 �

+�?�	 ,	�$� ����1��?�	 1�; � "��+.��	 " &� 
";U?�	 ,�� "+!�� .� 0$� "��!�	 ��� 1Q� &�

 "����	 �+�^U�-	 ��� "$�!�	 _�� &� �<#�	 
���"�����	 ����!��	 ��!� . 8 "���+� 
�$� >� 

����� � ,U�?�	 �!8 O� 1��?���1�;1����2	 O��$  
�	 �	,	�$����!�1��?�	 � :�!��	� .  

BD.

26. To determin whether the customer is of 
high risks category, companies must 
develop monthly or quarterly reports 
which include a list of insurance activities 
and stress on the following: 

  �.�A��	 T�� ��*� � 1��?�	 �� ���!��
  "���?�	 �8 "���� ������ �?� 8 ������	 �+�

 "�*�; �/�� "��#2 O������+�?�� "�#�����	 
����� �!#&�p	 :  

BE.

 a) Customer’s data and huge amounts of 
money 

  8(  �	� 1��?�	 ��#�������	 m�����	 "������.  
 b) Amounts of money less than the 

minimum which requires the 
maximum possible effort to inquire 
and investigate about the customer to 
combat money laundering and 
terrorist finance 

  0(  �	����	 m����� &��	 "�1��  �!�	 �#�%	 T��	 
 0+.��:�!�+� ��� ��$ �';�� �����	 � 

 123 "!���� 1$	 � :��!��	 � ,U�?�	
 1����� 1	��%	0���-	.  

 c) Payment way and usage of unusual 
payment ways 

  N(  � O���	 "���. ��3 O�� 1*�2� �	�A�2	
����	"��.  
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 d) The number of operations for every 
customer during the concerned period 
and the of complexity 

  �(   ������+�?�	  ���4�	 1UA 1��� 1�� "�2#���
�������	���?��	 "$��� .  

 
e) Any significant increase in the number 

of operations 
  �(   ��� &� "<�!+� ����
 T8��+�?�	�.  

 f) Used currency and banks, if available 
  �(   1�! &�  "��A�2��	 ���'��	� "+�?�	

����]���.  
 Those records must be kept for a 
minimum of five years and submitted to 
SAMA, FIU, and auditors when 
necessary. 

  �	�#2 S�A ���4� �U$2�	 ���� <�4�!>	 0$�
1;%	 �+� �������� ��� ��!�� "22R��	 

��;���	� "�����	 ����!��	0+.�	 �#� .  
27. Companies must continue making their 

maximum possible efforts to inquire 
about the costumer during the whole 
working relation period, and not only at 
its beginning. Customer’s inquiring 
process should start when: 

  �	���2	 ������	 �+� ��� ��$ �';�� �����	
:�!�+� ���� 1	�. 1��?�	 � 1�?�	 ";U� O� 

 S��� "����	 ";U?�	 ,��#� �#�.��.�  ,���	 0$�
:�!��	 "�+�� &��#� 1��?�	 � :  

BG.

 a) The beneficiary changes. 
  8(  ��4�2��	 ���V�.  

 b) There is a big increase in the insured 
amount or insurance premium. 

  0(   .2; �8 �̀R��	 m+���	 &� ����� ����

�����	.  

 c) Paper and/or huge insurance 
payments are used. 

  N(  ���#�	 �	�A�2	"�;���	 � / .�2;8 O�� �8
������	 �����	.  

 d) A third party settles payments. 
  �(   1�; � ������� ��.e��Q .  

 
e) Anonymous payments are settled 

through specialized bank instruments. 
  �(   �	��8 1UA � "����	 "���$� �������

"''̀A�� "���'�.  
 f) The address of the insured or the 

beneficiary is changed. 
  �(   �2 	�#� ���V� =� �R��	��4�2��	 �8.  

 g) Unjustified lump sums for life 
insurance or pension plans are settled. 

  
(   :*�Q� )��'� ���̀�� ��3 "��.�� m���� O��
������	 ..A �8 ���!�	 �+� �����	.  

 h) A pre-benefits collection demand is 
formulated. 

  n(  O��#�+� :�2��	 1�'!��	 0+..  
 i) A policy contract is used as guarantee 

(example of real estate mortgage). 
  .(   ��/� "��Q��	 �	�A�2	) > 1�Q��	 1��2 �+�

�'!�	T���?�	 ���	 &�  (.  
 
j) A policy contract is annulled at an 

early stage or when its period is 
changed. 

  T(  ,�V������� ���V� �8 ���� �;� &� "��Q��	 .  

 k) The type of utility is changed. 
  P(  "?4#��	 ��# &� ���V�.  
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 l) There is no sufficient information 
about the insured or beneficiaries. 

  1(   1�! "�����	 ����+?��	 &� @�#=� �R��	 
���4�2��	 �8.  

 The company must update the data of all 
customers in a regular manner. 

 #��� e��!� "����	 �+� &V�#�� ,U�?�	 "��� ��
"���� "4'��.  

28. If the company counts on a third party to 
perform customer due diligence 
procedures, it has to take the following 
measures: 

  e��Q ��. �+� �����>�� "����	 ���; 1�! &�
 =#q�  1��?�	 ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$q� ����+�

�+� 0$�"�����	 �	,	�$-	 ��A�	 "����	 :  

BH.

 a) The third party must be whether an 
agent, broker, or belonging to any of 
the insurance service providers.   

  8(   .�2� �8 1��� ��� e��Q�	 ��.�	 ��� 8
 S���� &��	� ��!�	 ���	 1���8 � T8 �8

�����	 .��#.  
 b) The company can count on a third 

party to apply the customer due 
diligence measures, provided that 
relevant standards are compliant. In all 
cases, the responsibility of inquiring 
about the customer’s identity remains 
on the company and not on the third 
party. 

  0(   "���+� 
�$� e��Q ��. �+� �����>	
 "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$� ���+.�� :��.��
 &� "!/���	 ����?��	 :��.#	 .�� 1��?+�

��	���	 ��� . "���R2� 1<� 1	�!%	 1� &��
 S��� "����	 �+� 1��?�	 "��� � :�!��	

e��Q�	 ��.�	 �+�.  
 c) The company can count on a third 

party to perform customer due 
diligence measures in the following 
cases only: 

• If the third party’s headquarter is 
in any GCC country (except KSA). 

• If the third party’s headquarter is 
in another country which applies 
appropriately FATF’s 
recommendations, and if the 
customer is a foreign resident in a 
foreign country and has a clear 
objective for the insurance relation 
in the Kingdom. 

  N(   e��Q ��. �+� �����>	 "���+� 
�$�
 &� 1��?+� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$q� ����+�

.�� "��p	 �>�!�	: 
• �.�	 ��� �� 	��� � T8 &� e��Q�	 

 "���?�	 k�+A�	 1��� ��?��	 S+$� 1��
)"���?2�	 "���?�	 "�+���	 ��3.( 

• �.�	 ��� �� 	��� "��� &� e��Q�	 
'�� 02�#� 1��� :�.� _�A8 ���

 1��?�	 ���  &����	 1�?�	 "���$�
 ��� =�� "��#$8 "��� &� Z����� Z���#$8
 &� "�#�����	 1�?�	 ";U?� )/	�

"�+���	.  
 d) Before relying on a third party, the 

company have to make sure about its 
relevance regarding the application of 
customer due diligence procedures, as 
well as its ability to apply those 

  �(  Q ��. �+� �����>	 1�; �+� 0$�  e��
 =�+� �����>	 "�,U� � �����	 "����	
 1��?�	 ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$� :��.��
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measures at the same level adopted by 
the company towards its customers. 
The company must develop clear 
policies to determine if the third party 
has an acceptable level to be relied on. 

 �	,	�$-	 ��� :��.� �+� =���; ��
 ��$� "����	 &� "��.��	 ��24# "$�����

��*U�� . ��2��2 O/� "����	 �+��
 e��Q�	 ��.�	 O���� 1� ���!�� "!/	�

+� �����U� 1���� _��2��=�.  
 e) When relying on a third party, the 

company must do the following: 

• Receive copies of documents and 
information relevant to customer 
due diligence measures of the 
third party. 

• Take the necessary measures to 
make sure of the provision of the 
third party of documents and data 
relative to customer due diligence 
procedures when asked, and 
determine through those 
documents the responsibility of 
the company in writing and make 
all documents and data available 
once asked and without any delay, 
in a way to enable the company to 
make sure of customer due 
diligence procedures performed by 
the third party. 

• Make sure that the third party is 
licensed and supervised and 
controlled by a supervision and 
control body, and is applying 
customer due diligence procedures 
requirements as well as records 
keeping measures according to 
FATF’s rules and 
recommendations. 

  �(   ��. �+� �����>	 �#� "����	 �+� 0$�
&�p�� �����	 e��Q: 

•  :*�Q��	 � K2# �+� 1�'!�	
 "��#?�	 �	,	�$q� "�+?���	 ����+?��	�

e��Q�	 ��.�	 � "�$	��	. 
• ��	 �	�.A�	 ��A�	 ����� � ����+� "�2�#

 :*�Q��	 � Z�A2# e��Q�	 ��.�	
 �	,	�$� ���+.��� "�+?���	 ��#����	�
  ���+. �#� 1��?�	 ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	

  ��.A "���R2��	 ���!� :*�Q��	 P+� ��
 ��.�	 O� "�;�4�	 "����	 O�;�� �8
 ����� ���$��� ��A%	 �
�+� e��Q�	

��#����	� :*�Q��	 "!���� �#� ��?��$ 
 "����	 ��� e�!�  ��A�� �� ���+.
 �	,	�$� � �����	 � "+!�� T8 &�

	 ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 ��� ��; &��	 1��?�
e��Q�	 ��.�	. 

•  @A�� e��Q�	 ��.�	 8 � �����	
 "�$ � "�;	���	� �	��Y� O/�A�
 :�.��  "'�A� "���;�� "��	���

,	�$� ���+.��� �	
��>	 �	,	�$� �	
 <4!� 1��?�	 ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	
 ���'��� ��	���	 ���� Z���� �U$2�	

&����	 1�?�	 "���$�.  
 f) The company must perform a regular 

and continuous review to guarantee 
that the third party is abiding by the 
standards mentioned in this article, 

  �(   "���� "?$	��� �����	 "����	 �+� 0$�
 ����?�+� e��Q�	 ��.�	 �	
��	 ��/� ����2�
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and which can include the review of 
relevant policies and measures, and 
the review of implemented customer 
due diligence procedures.  

 1��� �; &��	  �����	 ��� &� �������	
$-	� ��2��2�	 "?$	�� ";U?�	 �	� �	,	�

 "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$� � N���# "?$	���
��4#��	 1��?�	 ��$�.  

 g) The company must not rely on a third 
party in a high risk country, such as 
countries which have no anti-money 
laundering and counterterrorist 
finance regulations, or have irrelevant 
anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance regulations. 

  
(   ��. �+� �����>	 ��� "����	 �+� 0$�
 1Q� "���� �.�A� "$�� �	� "��� &� e��Q
 123 "!����� "�<#8 ����� S�� &��	 1���	
 "�<#8 8 �8  0���-	 1����� 1	��%	

0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!���� ����� 
"�2�#� ��3.  

Anti-money laundering and terrorist 
financing internal policies  

 

Organisational structure and determination 
of responsibilities 

  ������ �	���	 ��� ������� ���'	��	 �������	

�����	 

�����9���	 ������ /��-&��	 ���5�	  

29. As part of anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance program, 
comprehensive anti-money laundering 
and counterterrorist finance policies and 
measures must be available for all 
employees on the different levels of the 
company (example: company's internal 
network). They must include customer 
due diligence procedures, records 
keeping, and notification about suspicious 
and unusual transactions. 

 k��#�� � ,
$�  1����� 1	��%	 123 "!����
0���-	 0$�  8 ��� �	 ��2��2�	,	�$-	� 

�	 1����� 1	��%	 123 ���+�� O#�� "+���
0���-	 O��$� "!��� �4<���	  O��$ �+�
�����2� "����	 )  �'!�	 > 1�Q��	 1��2 �+�

"���+� "�+A	��	 "����	.( �	,	�$� �/�� 8� 
	��	 "��#?�	 �U$2�	 <4!�  1��?�	 ��$� "�$

"���?�	 ��3� ���� =�����	 ���+�?�	 � ^U�-	�.  

BF.

30. The Company’s board is responsible for 
supervising the conception and adoption 
of the anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance program, as well 
as the compliance officer. Below are some 
responsibilities: 

  "���*2� "����	 ��	�� S+$� �]���� �	��-	
 �+� ���'� �����	� 123 "!���� k��#��

 1����� 1	��%	0���-	 �	��-	�=�+�  �+�� 
=���.�� &#?��	 �	
��>	 1�*2���� �� ��   

�����*2��	�'!�	 > 1�Q��	 1��2 �+� :  

JC.

 a) Insure necessary internal capabilities 
and expertise to determine, measure, 
limit, and control money laundering 
and terrorist finance risks in the most 
appropriate way in the insurance 
sector. 

  8(   "����/�	 "�+A	��	 �	��A�	� �	����	 ����
 S��;� ���!� 1$8 �� �!�	�"�;	���  

 1����� 1	��%	 123 �.�A�0���-	 1��� 
&� )�!'�����	 ��.; .  
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 b) Promote internal and external anti-
money laundering and counterterrorist 
finance measures and standards. 

  0(  �	� ���	���	 
�
?�����?� "!����� "'�A�	 
 1����� 1	��%	 1230���-	 "��̀.��	 

A� Z��+A	�Z��$��.  
31. Companies must set the appropriate 

internal control measures to guarantee a 
continuous respect of those rules. The 
internal audit and/or inspection 
department at the company must review 
the effectiveness of the anti-money 
laundering and counterterrorist finance 
program in order to evaluate the 
compliance of applied measures and 
recommend the update of standards to 
comply with the development of anti-
money laundering and counterterrorist 
finance ways and techniques. This review 
must be annually performed; its results 
must be submitted to the Board. 

  "�;	��+� �	,	�$� O/� 8 ������	 �+� 0$�
 ���� �	
��>	 "?���� ��/� "�2�#��	 "�+A	��	

��	���	 .� "�+A	��	 "?$	���	 �2; �+�/ i��4��	 �8
 "���?� "?$	�� "����	 &� 123 "!���� k��#��

 1����� 1	��%	0���-	 ����� 1$	 � "�*U� 
�?��	 e��!�� "�'���	� "?����	 ���	���	 ���

 "!���� ���#��� 0���28 &� ��.��	 O� :�	����
 1����� 1	��%	 1230���-	 . ��� ��� 8 0$�

 S+$� ��� "?$	���	 k*��# "��!�� Z���#2 "?$	���	
��	�-	.  

J6.

32. Companies must create an internal 
inspection team to determine, prevent and 
combat money laundering and terrorist 
finance. As for companies having less 
than 50 employees, the internal inspection 
team can be within the audit department 
or the internal inspection one. The internal 
inspection team must cooperate closely 
with compliance officer.   

 ��#� ������	 �+� ���� &+A	� i��4� :��� ,
 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!����� O#�� ���!�

���#� "��;��	� 0���>	. &��	 �����+� "�2#��� 
 � 1;8 ���4<�� ���DC :��4� ���  Z�4<�� 

 "?$	���	 "4�<� �/ ��� 8 &+A	��	 i��4��	
&+A	��	 i��4��	 �2; �/ �8.  :��� �+�

��?�� 1�?�	 &+A	��	 i��4��	O� :�Q�  1�*2� 
�	
��>	.  

JB.

33. Internal inspection team and compliance 
officer responsibilities include the 
following: 

 2� �/���*&+A	��	 i��4��	 :��� ���� 1�*2�� 
�	
��>	�'!�	 > 1�Q��	 1��2 �+�  :  

JJ.

 a) Develop, preserve, and implement 
anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance policies and 
measures, which are an integral part of 
the anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance program. 

  8(   ���.����!��	< ��2��2 ��4#�� �+� "
 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!���� �	,	�$��


$ 1��� &��	 0���-	r8 "!���� k��#�� � 
230���-	 1����� 1	��%	 1.  

 b) Receive and follow-up reports relevant 
to any suspicious activities relative to 
money laundering and terrorist 
finance notified by the company’s 
employees, its agents or brokers.   

  0(   ".�#8 T�� "�+?���	 �������	 "?����� �U�2	
�� 1����� 1	��%	 12V� :+?�� =���

"����	 &4<�� � "�����	� 0���-	  
�8 ��*U�� ��*�.2�.  
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 c) Collaborate and follow-up replies 
relevant to activities which were 
detected as suspicious money 
laundering and terrorist finance 
activities, including: 

• Cooperation with Saudi FIU in 
order to determine and sanction 
suspicious party(ies). 

• Guarantee a regulatory protection 
of notifying parties when needed. 

  N(   �� 1����� "�+?���	 �����	 "?����� :�2#��	
 �����	"����� ���+�� ��#8 � � 1	��%	 12V

P�� &� ���  0���-	 1�����: 
• �?��	 "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� O� �

��	 ���!� 1$8 � "���?2�	=� =���) �8 (
��	��� =��������?�	 a��� . 

• ��	 1�'! ��/�V+� "���! �+� 
"$�!�	 �#� "���<#.  

 d) Keep a record for all reports on 
suspicious transactions submitted by 
employees or brokers, including 
details on investigations’ results and 
rectifying measures which were taken 
(if available). 

  �(   �U��?��	 ��������	 "���� 1$2� <�4�!>	
 ,�.2��	 �8 �4<���	 ����; &��	 "������	
 �����!��	 k*��# 1�! 1�'�4��	 P�� &� ���

 ��As�	 &��	 "�!�!'��	 �	,	�$>	�) &�
����� 1�!.(  

 e) Have access at the appropriate time 
and every time to customers' 
determination data and other 
information relevant to obligatory 
inquiry about customers, operations 
record, and other relevant pieces of 
information. 

  �(   �;��	 &� 1�'��	 O��$ &�� 02�#��	
�;�%	� ��#��� ��	 ���!� ,U�?�	 

��	 ����+?�%	 _�A "�+?���	 0$	��	 :]�!����
 � �U$2� ,U�?�	���+�?�	 ��	 ����+?�

%	"+'�	 �	� _�A.  
 f) Test the extent of commitment relative 

to measures, policies, and internal 
restrictions in the field of combating 
money laundering and terrorist 
finance. 

  �(  ����A	_��  ��2��2�	� �	,	�$>�� �	
��>	 
"�+A	��	 .�	�/�	� 1�$� &�  123 "!����

 1����� 1	��%	0���-	.  
 g) Continuously follow-up all what is 

new in anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance regulations, 
techniques, and practices; and update 
anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance indicators. 

  
(   &� �	�$�2��	 �+� �*	� 1��� �U.>	
 123 "!���� ���#��� ��2����� "�<#8
 �	��R��	 e��!�� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	
 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!����� "'�A�	

0���-	.  
 h) Develop continuous training plans for 

all employees with regard to anti-
money laundering and counterterrorist 
finance measures. 

  n(   &4<�� O��$� ����2� 0���� ..A O/�
��$� "����	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!���� 

0���-	.  
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Screening and training Employees +��	 ��	���	 ������ >�6�	���  

34. Companies must make sure that the 
persons to be employed are tested on the 
level of expertise, integrity, credibility, 
skills and competences. Moreover, 
identities, personal data, and CVs must be 
investigated. 

 �2 ���	 @�A�%	 ̀8 �����	 ������	 �+� �
 ���A�	 "�!�# � ��'!� �� �; ���� �4]<��

�	����	� �	�����	� "����2>	� "�	
#�	� .
"��/>��P�� ���  "����	 � :]�!��	 0$�  

�	� "�'A��	 ��#����	�"��	��	 ���2.  

JL.

35. Companies must determine the main 
positions that might be targeted for 
money laundering and terrorist finance 
purposes. Employees who fulfil such 
positions must be closely controlled in 
order to guarantee their credibility as well 
as their continuous application of anti-
money laundering and counterterrorist 
finance policies and measures. 

 �����	 �+� �; &��	 "2�*��	 0'�#��	 ���!� �
a	�3% ����2� 1����� 1	��%	 123 

0���>	 .� �+V�� ���	 �4<���	 "�;	�� 0$�
 �������2	 ��/ 1$8 � 0Q� � 0'�#��	 ���
 "!���� �	,	�$	� ��2��2� ���2��	 �����.��

0���>	 1����� 1	��%	 123.  

JD.

36. 
Companies must educate and train its 
employees, managers, and Board 
members on combating money laundering 
and terrorist finance, as well as on anti-
money laundering and counterterrorist 
finance rules and regulations, especially 
customer due diligence procedures, 
tracking, detecting and notifying about 
suspicious transactions.   
Training framework must comply with 
the roles and responsibilities of the 
employees. Newly recruited employees 
must receive a basic training, and must 
receive a developed training at a later 
stage according to their job descriptions at 
least. The following training types must 
be provided: 

  ������	 �+�� ���Q���� ���4<�� 0������*	� 
 S+$� ,�/�8�����	�� 123 "!���� �+� 

0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 )*	�+�	� "�<#%	� 
� "'�A�	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!���� 0���-	

��#?�	 �	,	�$� ���2>� 1��?�	 ��$� "�$	��	 "
 ^U�-	� ���� =�����	 ���+�?�	 ���� 0�?��

��#� .  

� 8 0$� ��� 0�����	 :�.# O� Z���	��� ���
�������R2�� �4<���	 . 0�����	 ����� 0$� ���

 ����� ���$ �<�� T8 ��<�� �#� &2�2%	
 �'�+� Z���� "���� "+!�� &� ��� ��.�� 0����

��� @�A�	 &4�<��	  ����� 0$�  1;%	 �+�
 0�����	 �	�#8"��p	"����	 &4<��� :  

JE.

 a) New employees: Comprehensive 
background on money laundering and 
terrorist finance. 

  8(  ��$�	 �4<���	 :"+��� "�4+A 123 � 
0���-	 1����� 1	��%	.  

 b) Sales and consultation employees: 
• Make the maximum effort to 

inquire about the customer (know 
your customer), money laundering 
indicators, as well as legal 
requirements and notification 

  0(  �	����2>	� ��?����	 �4<��: 
•  �';�� �����	$ :�!�+� ��� �� � 

1��?�	 )P+��� ���	 ( 123 �	��R��
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measures relative to suspicious 
transactions. 

• Determine suspicious transactions 
and unusual customers, and huge 
transactions measures. 

 �	,	�$�� "�#�#���	 ���+.���	� 1	��>	
"������	 ���+�?�	 � ^U�-	. 

•  ���!����+�?�	  ��3 ,U�?�	� "������	
 �U��?��	 �	,	�$�� �������>	

������	.  
 c) Processing employees: Determine and 

notify about suspicious transactions. 
  N(  "$��?��	 �4<�� : � ^U�-	� ���!�

���+�?�	 "������	.  
 d) Administration: High level training on 

policies and measures relevant to 
money laundering and terrorist 
finance, anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance programs, as 
well as cooperation means on local, 
regional, and international levels. 

  �(  ��	�-	 : _��2��	 &��� 0�����+� 
� "'�A�	 �	,	�$-	� ��2��2�	 ���+�? 123

 "!���� k�	��� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	
-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 ��	 "��/>�� 0���

1�2�	 ��?'�	 �+� ��?��	 &+!� &��+;>	� 
&����	�.  

 e) Compliance managers: Intensive 
training and realistic case studies on 
the aforementioned regulations, 
policies, and measures relevant to 
money laundering and terrorist 
finance. 

  �(  >	 ,	����	
�� :2	��� �Q�� 0����" �>�! 
 1�! "�?;	�"�<#%	 �	,	�$>	� ��2��2�	� 

 0���>	 1����� 1	��%	 12V� "�+?���	
�U�8 �������	.  

37. It is necessary to update training 
programs and hold sessions at least once a 
year, to update employees on the last 
developments and techniques used by 
money launderers. 

  e��!� 0$� k�	���� 0�����	�	����	 �� ��� 
 �+� �4<���	 ,���� 1$8 � 1;%	 �+� "#2�	 &�

� �+��	��.��	 e�!� � "��A�2��	 ���#���	� 
 1�;1	��%	 &+2�3.  

JG.

    

Compliance procedures   �	(��)	 �	#	�$%  

38. Companies must designate a compliance 
manager, whose mission is to inquire and 
supervise the issues of compliance inside 
the company. The role of the compliance 
manager consists of determining and 
notifying about suspicious transactions 
and ensuring continuous follow-up of the 
company's compliance with anti-money 
laundering and counterterrorist finance 
policies, measures, and restrictions. The 
company's board as well as SAMA must 
be notified of any behaviour which does 

  ��?� ������	 �+����� �	
��	 :�!��	 =����  
 � �	��-	� �+� �	
��>�� "�+?���	 O�/	���	

"����	 1A	�. � ��� ������� �	
��-	 &� 
���+�?�	 � ^U�-	� ���!�  "?�����	� "������	

�	
��	 _��� ����2��	 "����	 ��2���2 
.�	�/� �	,	�$	�  1	��%	 123 "!����

0���>	 1�����.�  O� :�	��� > P�+2 T8

JH.
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not comply with the company's anti-
money laundering and counterterrorist 
finance policies and measures. 

 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!���� �	,	�$	� ��2��2
 S+$� ��	 m+�� 8 0$� "���+� "?����	 0���>	

"22R��	 ��	� ��	�>	.  
39. Compliance manager must review the 

reports relevant to huge or unusual 
transactions (as per article 26 of the 
Rules), in addition to special reports 
prepared by customer services employees. 
Compliance manager must also keep a 
record which includes all internal reports 
relevant to anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance measures. He has 
a full authority to access to customers' 
determination data and other pieces of 
information relevant to customer due 
diligence procedures, operations records, 
and any other relevant piece of 
information. Compliance manager must 
guarantee that all relevant details about 
suspicious transactions are submitted to 
FIU and SAMA. He must also fully 
cooperate with them in investigation 
cases. 

 �+�����  �	
��-	 "?$	�� �	 "�+?���	 ������
����+�?�� "���?�	 ��3 �8 ������	)  &� ��� ���

 �����	BE ��	���	 ��� �( � ZU/�  �������	
 �4<�� ���?� &��	 "'�A�	,U�?�	 ��;U� .

�+� P��� ���� �	
��-	   �/�� 1$2� <�4�!>	
� "�+?���	 "�+A	��	 �������	 "��� 123 "!����

0���>	 1����� 1	��%	.� ����� �	
��>	 
�!U'" +���" 1�'�+� ��� ��#��� ���!� ,U�?�	 

��	���+?�� %	_�A  &��	:+?�� :�!���� 0$	��	 
� ,U�?�	 �U$2� ���+�?�	 � T8����+?� 

�	� "+'�	 .� "��� ̀8 ��/ �	
��>	 ���� �+�
 "+'�	 �	� 1�'�4��	���� "�]+?���	���+�? 

 P���� "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� ��	 1�!t� "������	
"22R� ��� ��#�	  . ��� 1������ ��?�� 8 =�+�

��� O�:��!��	 �#� ���$�	 �.  

JF.

    

Detection and notification about suspicious 
transactions 

 +��	����+��	 �������	 �� ,"��	� *  

40. According to anti-money laundering rules 
and regulations, the company must 
immediately notify FIU about any 
complex, huge, or unnatural activity or 
transaction, any suspicious transaction in 
terms of its objectives, any activity or 
operations that is or might be related to 
financing a criminal activity, terrorism, 
terrorists or terrorist organizations. The 
company must submit a copy of the 
notification to its insurance control 
department. 

  ��<# &� ���+� @�'#��	 ���	
��U� Z����
 0$�  "���4#��	 =�!*>� 1	��%	 123 "!����
 Z	��� "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� ^U�� "����	 �+�
 "�A/ �8 ���?� "�4' �8 "�+�� �8 .��# T8 �

�	 ��Q� "�+�� �8 "�?��. ��3 �8 ������	� P���
��#� a�V�	� ������� 1�! . �8 .��# T8 �8

 .��#� ";U� ��� 8 =���� �8 ";U� ��� "�+��
 1���� �8 "������ ���+�� 1���� �8 &�	�$�
 � "A2# ������ "������ ���<#� �8 �������

"22R���� �����	 "�;	�� ��	�� ��� ^U��	.  

LC.
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41. The Company must submit a detailed 
report including all data and information 
about suspicious transactions and relevant 
parties to FIU, within 10 days as of the 
date of notification. This report must 
include at least the following:  

• Documents and contracts of the 
insurance operations  

• Copies of all documents required to 
build a working relation  

• Any data relevant to the nature of 
notified operations  

• Doubt indicators and justifications 
with all supporting documents 

          �/��� 1'�4� ����� ����� "����	 �+� 0$�
    ��+�?�	 � ����+?��	� ��#����	 O��$   =������	 �

        �����!��	 ��!� ��� "+'�	 �	� �	�.%	� ����
           K����� �� "������� ����8 ���� 1UA "�����	

&�p	 �#�8 Z	�! ������	 �/�� 8�  ^U�-	: 
• �	"�#�����	 "�+�?��� "'�A�	 :*�Q�. 
•    "���+.��	 :*�Q��	� �	�#�2��	 O��$ � K2#

1�?�	 ";U� "��;� �#�. 
•     "�?��.� :+?�� ��#��� T8     m�+���	 ����+�?�	 

��#�. 
•          O���$ O�� P���	 ��3�2��� �	��R�

��� ���R��	 �	�#�2��	.  

L6.

42. Suspicious transactions must be notified, 
independently from their relation with 
other cases. If a report about a suspicious 
transaction concluded by the customer 
was previously sent to FIU, this does not 
prevent the submission of a new report 
without any delay when a new suspicious 
case emerges. 

  aV� ���� =�����	 ���+�?�	 � ^U�-	 0$�
_�A8 ���/�� ���+?� � �<#�	 . ����� :�2 	���

 ���+�?� :+?�� "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� ��� �����
=���� � O#�� > P�� q� 1��?�	 ��� ��; ���� 

 "��! ���< �#� ��A�� �� ���$ ����� �����
����$ �����	.  

LB.

43. The Company must ask all its employees 
to immediately submit any complex, 
huge, or unnatural activity, any 
suspicious transaction in terms of its 
objectives, any activity that is or might be 
related to financing a criminal activity, 
terrorism, terrorists or terrorist 
organizations to money laundering and 
terrorist finance notification official who 
could submit a notification to FIU. The 
money laundering and terrorist finance 
notification must be a competent person 
who has a practical experience in 
combating money laundering and 
terrorist finance. 

 �4<�� O��$� ����+?� �	�'� "����	 �+� ��
"�+�� T% "���4�	 "��!-�� �8 "�A/ �8 ���?� 

� P����	 ��Q� "�+�� �8 "�?��. ��3 �8 ������	
 .��#� ";U� ��� 8 =���� �8 ";U� ��� "�+�� T8
 1���� �8 "������ ���+�� 1���� �8 &�	�$�
 ^U�-	 1�*2� ��� "������ ���<#� �8 �������
 _�� �; T��	 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 �

"�����	 ����!��	 ��!�� ��#��� ^U� �	��� . 0$��
� ^U�-	 1�*2� ��� 8 1	��%	 123 

 "!���� &� "�+�� ���A =���� ZU�R� Z�'A�
0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123.  

LJ.

44. The money laundering and terrorist 
finance notification official is responsible 
for executing measures of notification 

  1����� 1	��%	 123 � ^U�-	 1�*2� ���
� &#?��	 �� "����	 _�� 0���-	 �	,	�$� ��4#�

LL.
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submitted to FIU. He must regularly and 
effectively determine and notify about 
suspicious transactions, and review 
reports relevant to huge or unusual 
activities resulting from the company's 
bylaws, or any case notified by any 
employee. 

  "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� ��� =$���	 ^U�-	
 1�?� ���� �����	 �<�#� 1������ =�+� 0$����
 ��#� ^U�-	� ���� =�����	 ���+�?�	 ���!� &�
 "�A/�	 ���+�?��� "'�A�	 �������	 "?$	�����
 "�+A	��	 �<#�	 � k�#� &��	 "���?�	 ��3 �8

��#� m+�� "��! T8�  "���+� _�� �<�� T8 
"����	.  

45. If any employee notifies the notification 
official about a money laundering and 
terrorist finance activity, the later must 
review the case conditions to determine 
the suspicion justifications. If the money 
laundering and terrorist finance 
notification official decides not to notify 
FIU, he must document the reasons in 
details. 

  1�*2� "����	 &4<�� � T8 ��?�� 1�! &�
 T�� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 � ^U�-	
 ���!�� "��!�	 ���< "?$	�� =�+?�  "�+��

�����>	 ��3�2� .^U�-	 1�*2� ��; 	��� � 
 ��!� ^U�� ��� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123
 ��� 0��28 :�Q�� =�+� 0$� "�����	 ����!��	

1'4� 1��� ^U�-	.  

LD.

46. The Company must keep a record of all 
reports submitted to the money 
laundering and terrorist finance 
notification official, with every internal 
remarks and every analysis of the 
operations. It must also keep a record 
including all notifications submitted to 
FIU, and all reports developed by 
employees, including notifications and 
reports which the money laundering and 
terrorist finance notification official 
decided not to submit to FIU. 

  O��$� 1$2� <�4�!>	 "����	 �+� 0$�
 123 � ^U�-	 1�*2�� "��!��	 ���+�?�	
 ��<!U��	 � T8 O�  0���-	 1����� 1	��%	

��	��� �� ���+�?+� 1�+!� T8� ���+� "�+A	��	 .
 ��3U��	 O��$ �+� T��!� 1$2� <�4�!>	�

�!� ��� "�����	 O��$� "�����	 ����!��	 �
 P�� &� ��� �4<���	 � ��?��	 �������	
 � ^U�-	 1�*2� ��; &��	 �������	� ��3U��	
 ��� �����!� ��� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123

"�����	 ����!��	 ��!�.  

LE.

47. The Company must use the FIU 
notification sample, in annex number (2), 
and should notify about any suspicious 
transaction by fax, email, or any other 
mean approved by FIU to guarantee 
notification rapidity. In case of notification 
over the phone, it must confirm it by 
sending a written notification within no 
more than 24 hours. 

 �+� @�A�	 ^U�-	 N���# �	�A�2	 "����	 
 �;� :!+��	 &�  "�����	 ����!��	 ��!��)B(  

 S��4��� ���� =���� "�+�� T8 � ^U�-	 ���+��
 :�	�� _�A8 "+�2� T8 �8 &#�����-	 �����	 �8
 "��2 ��/� "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� ���+�

^U�-	 .  �����	 1UA � ^U�-	 1�! &��
 ���+?� > ��� 1UA &.A ^U� 1�2�q� P�� �����

LG.
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"��2 ����� O��8 � ��
�.  
48. The Company must confirm FIU receipt of 

any notification about a suspicious 
transaction. If no reply is sent by FIU 
about a suspicious transaction, the 
company must continue its control over 
the operation and the customer, studying 
the possibility of sending another 
notification.   

  ����!��	 ��!� �+2� � �����	 "����	 �+� 0$�
 12�� ���� =���� "�+�� � ^U� T8 "�����	

��#� . ����!��	 ��!� � �� �+2� ��� 1�! &��
=���� ���+�� � ^U� ��� "�����	 0$�  ���� 

 "�+�?�	 "�;	�� &� �	���2>	 "����	 �+�
�AX ^U� 1�2�� &� �<#�	� 1��?�	�.  

LH.

49. Annex number (1) includes a list of the 
most important indicators showing 
unusual or suspicious transactions or 
activities that might need audit. This list 
does not include all indicators; therefore, 
the company must control any unusual or 
suspicious activities, whether their type is 
clarified in annex number (1) or not. The 
presence of one clarifying factor in the list 
means more control, but does not 
necessarily mean that the operation is 
suspicious. 

  :!+��	 �/��)6 ( ���� "�*�; ��	���	 ��� �
 �8 "���?�	 ��3 ���+�?�	 �+� "�	��	 �	��R��	
 8 1��!� &��	 ".�#%	 �8 ���� =�����	 ���+�?�	
 "�*���	 ��� 1��� >�  ���+� :�;��+� Z���2 ���
 "��#?�	 1�� "����	 �+��  �	��R��	 O��$

�	� ��3 ".�#8 �8 ���+�� T8 "�;	�� �+� @�!
 ��#�	 � �#��8 ,	�2 ���� =���� �8 "����

 :!+��	 &� )/���	)6 ( �� �8 ��	���	 ��� �
�� . &� "!/���	 1�	�?�	 �!8 ��$� &#?��

 &#?� > =#���  "�+�?�	 &� :�;���	 ����
 "�*���	
���� =���� "�+�?�	 8 ����/���.  

LF.

50. When FIU asks additional pieces of 
information from any company in order 
to follow-up a suspicious transactions 
notification, this must go through SAMA, 
being the authority concerned with asking 
such information from the company, 
following-up its receipt, and submitting it 
to FIU. 

  ����+?� T8 "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� 0+. �#�
 ^U� "?���� a�V� "��� T8 � "���/�
 � P�� ��� 8 0$��  ���� =���� ���+��
 0+.� "�#?��	 "�$�	 ��#�� ��#�	 "22R� :��.
 1�'!�	 "?����� "����	 � ����+?��	 P+�


�� ���+����� "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� ��.  

DC.

51. Employees, managers, officials, and all 
relevant stakeholders must respect 
confidentiality and should not disclose 
any piece of information about any 
suspicious transaction submitted or to be 
submitted to FIU. Reports are only 
available to relevant employees, for that 
any warning to customers is considered as 
breach of confidentiality and a 
contravention. In case of notifying FIU, 

 �+� &4<�� "����	 ��*	���� �����*2�� 
���4<��� O��$� @�A�%	 �T� ";U?�	 �	
��	 

"��2�	 ���� n�'�-	 � T8 "�+�� "����� �� 
 ���2 �8O�� ����� ��� ��� ��!� ����!��	 "�����	 

������	 ����  �'�A��	 �4<��+� .�� "!��� �
e�! ���?� "��2+� f,���� ,U�?+� ���!� T8 

D6.
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the company has to be fully aware not to 
inform the customer about the 
notification, and should keep on dealing 
with him normally, until instructions are 
sent from insurance supervision 
department at SAMA. 

�Z�4��A� ��<#+�. ��� ^U��	 1�2�� �� 1�! &�� 
 &A�� "����	 �+� 0$�  "�����	 ����!��	 ��!�

�2�q� 1��?�	 �+� ��� ��/� ����	 @�!�	1 
 ���?��	 1����� 1��?�	 O� ��+��?� "+'	��� ^U��	

���� ��! &� �����	 "�;	�� ��	�� � ����+?� 
"22R��	.  

52. According to article 25 of anti-money 
laundering and terrorist financing Law, 
board members, officials, and employees 
(permanent and interim) are exempted 
from any criminal, civil, and 
administrative responsibility resulting 
from a contravention consisting of 
disclosing restricted information as per a 
contract or text set by a legal, regulatory, 
or administrative authority, in case FIU is 
notified with good intention about 
unusual or suspicious transactions or 
activities. They also benefit from this 
protection even if they are not fully aware 
about the nature of the suspicious activity, 
whether the illegal activity took place or 
not. 

  �����	 �+� f,�#�)���?�	� "2��A�	 ( ��<# �
+$� ,�/�8 �4?� 1	��%	 123 "!���� ��	�� S
 ���4<��� �����*2�� "����	) ��*	��	

��;R��	� ( "�#���	� "�*�#$�	 "���R2��	 �
��; T8 "4��A� �+� "������	 "��	�-	�  �+�

 � @# �8 ��� =/�4� ����+?��	 � n�'�-	
 1�! &� "��	�� �8 "���<#� �8 "�?���� "�$ T8
 � "�# 2!� "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� ��3U��

�+������ =���� �8 "���� ��3 ".�#8 �8 �� .
 ���+� ��� 1�! &� ��! "���!�	 ��� ��� �]����
 ,	�2 =�� =�����	 .��#�	 "?��. � :�;� 1���

O�� �� �8 &��<#�	 ��3 .��#�	 O;�.  

DB.

53. Companies must attach a particular 
attention to relations and commercial 
activities with companies and individuals, 
including beneficiaries who work inside 
or through countries who do not apply or 
partially apply FATF's recommendations. 
If an operation without a clear economic 
or regulatory objective is revealed, its 
background must be inquired, and results 
must be submitted in writing to FIU. If 
SAMA informs the company that a certain 
country does not sufficiently apply 
FATF's recommendations, the company 
must classify all working relations made 
by this country in high risks category 
which necessitates the application of the 
measures stipulated in article (61) of the 
rules. 

  ��;U?��� @�A �����	 ,	��� ������	 �+�
����+�?�	  &� ��� �	��%	� ������	 O� "���$��	

� �8 1A	� �+�?� T��	 ���4�2��	 P��1UA  
 &����	 1�?�	 "���$� ���'�� :�.� > 	�+�

)FATF(�8 "���� ��3 "���.� ����.� . 	��  ���
��$� "+��?� ��� S�� �8 T��'�;	 ��� T8 

 ���
�� ����4+A &� :�!��	 0$�  )/	� &��<#
Z��.A :��!��	 k*��#� "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� . 	���

 :�.� > "����	 P+� 8 "����	 "22R��	 �V+�8
 q�  &����	 1�?�	 "���$� ���'�� ��� 1���

���	  �+� 1�?�	 ��;U� O��$ �̀?� 8 "�
 "*� � 1���	 P+� � ����'�	 ���+�?�	�
 �	,	�$-	 :��.� 0$��2� &��	 "���?�	 �.�A��	

DJ.
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 �����	 &� ���+� @�'#��	)E6 ( ��� �
��	���	.  

54. The Company must have a clear idea 
about the persons included in the UN 
terrorism list. Therefore, the company has 
to make sure of the following: 

  @�A�%�� 1����	 ����-	 "����	 �+� 0$�
 ��!���	 ��%	 "�*�; �+� ��R��28 "$����	

� �����	 "����	 �+� &V�#� 	��  0���Y�:  

DL.

 a) The implementation of effective 
measures to immediately determine 
the identity of a customer (s), 
including real beneficiaries of persons 
included on terrorism lists published 
by the UN commission established as 
per UNSCR 1267 ("1267 Commission) 
and other relevant resolutions. 

  8(   1��� T8 "��� ���!�� "��?� �	,	�$� :��.�
��� �+��!� ,U�� �8 P�� &� ��� T��� 1

 @�A�%	 � �����!�	 ���4�2��	
 � ����'�	 0���-	 �*	�; �+� �$����	
 0$��� "+����	 ��!���	 ��W� "?����	 "#$+�	

 �;� �%	 S+$� �	�;6BEG) 6FFF (
") "#$�6BEG ("	�	���	��=� "�!U�	 .  

 b) If the company determines a customer 
or a possible customer, whose name is 
included on the UN terrorism list, or if 
a party of an activity is included in this 
list, it must immediately notify FIU 
and send a copy of the notification to 
SAMA. According to anti-money 
laundering Law and regulations, it 
must seize any funds of any person 
whose name is included on the 
terrorism list, and the company has to 
keep his due payments seized until 
receiving instructions from SAMA. 

  0(   ZU��!� ZU��� �8 ZU��� "����	 ���! 	��
 �+� ��R��28 "$����	 @�A�%	 �/

��!���	 ��%	 "�*�; �!8 "�+�� �8 0���Y� 
 ���+� 0$�  "�*���	 �/ N��� ���	�.8
 Z	��� P��� "�����	 ����!��	 ��!� ^U��
  "22R��	 ��� ^U��	 � "A2# 1�2���
 1	��%	 123 "!���� ��<# 0$��� ���+��
 T8 �+� &<4!��	 
$!�	  "���4#��	 =�!*>�
 "�*�; �+� N��� @A� T% ����� 1	��8

+��  0���-	 ���!�2� ,���� "����	 �
 � ����+?� ���' ��! �
�$!� =���+��

"22R��	.  
 c) Before building a working relation, the 

Company must make sure of the 
possible customer's name and should 
compare it with those included in 
UNSC terrorism list. It should daily 
update its list by daily checking the 
UNSC website, and compare it with 
the list of all its customers 
(www.un.org). 

  N(   "����	 �+� 0$�  1�� ";U� T8 "��;� 1�;
 =�#����� 1��!��	 1��?�	 �2	 � �����	
 �+� ��R��28 "$����	 @�A�%	 "�*���

�%	 S+$� � ����'�	 0���-	 "�*�;. 
 @�A�%	 "�*�; e��!� &��� 1��� ���+��
 � 0���-	 "�*�; �+� ��R��28 "$����	
 S+$�� &#�����>	 O;���	 "?$	�� 1UA
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 ,U�?�	 O��$ ,��28 "�*��� ���#����� �%	
)org.un.www.(  

 d) If the competent authority in the 
Kingdom decided to seize the funds of 
any person according to UNSCR 1373 
or any other resolution, SAMA is the 
relevant institution which notifies all 
companies about that. Companies 
must immediately seize insurance 
operations and products of this 
person. 

  �(  	 ".+2�	 ���; 	�� ��%	 "�+���	 &� "'�A��
 @A� T8 1	��8 �+� &<4!��	 
$!���

 �;� �%	 S+$� �	�; ��� Z	��#�2	)6JGJ (
 "�$�	 &� "22R��	 q�  :!> �	�; T8 �8
 ���+��  P��� ������	 O��$ ^U�q� "�#?��	
 ���+�?�	 �+� 
$!��� T��4�	 ��4#��	

@�A�%	 ,>R�� "�#�����	 ��$�#��	�.  
 e) In case seizure on the funds of a 

certain customer is lifted, after 
removing his name from terrorism list, 
or after discovering that his name was 
mistakenly included, or according to a 
decision of the competent authority 
ordering the lifting of his funds for 
legal or humanitarian reasons, SAMA 
will notify the companies about that. 

  �(   1	��8 �+� &<4!��	 
$!�	 ,�V�� 1�! &�
 � =�2	 ��! �8 ,�V�� 0�2� �?� 1���
 �+� r�.A N��h8 =�2	 8 �8  0���-	 "�*�;
 � ��8 ���' 0�2� �8  0���-	 "�*�;

% =�	��8 � N	��-�� "'�A��	 ".+2�	 0��2
 ^U�q� "22R��	 ����2�  "�#�2#� �8 "�#�#�;

P��� ������	.  
    

Records keeping  �"$��	 -6�  

55. Companies must keep documents for ten 
years or more, as of the end date of the 
activity or the working relation with 
insured parties, real beneficiaries, and 
data collected by the customer due 
diligence procedures, provided that the 
documents include paper or electronic 
copies of the following: 

 � <4�!� 8 ������	 �+� ��� ����� �	�#�2���
"�+�?�	 "���# K���� � �Q�8 �8 �	�#2  "���# �8

 1�?�	 ";U��+?���	"�  �R������4�2��	� ��� 
�����!�	 1UA � ��?�$ �̀� &��	 ��#����	� 
 "�+�� ��� ��$ �';�� �����	:�!�+� � 
 ,U�?�	8 �+�K2# 1;%	 �+� �/�� "�;��  �8 
"�#�����	 �:  

DD.

 a) The contacts or contracts or any 
amendments on the contract (if 
available). 

  8(   ��?�	)�8 (T8� ���?�	 �+� �+'! �U��?� 
 ��?�	)���]��� 1�! &�.(  

 b) Adopted determination documents 
(for those insured and beneficiaries). 

  0(   "��A�2��	 ���!��	 :*�Q�)���� �R�+ 
4�2��	����.(  

 c) Essential correspondence documents 
with the customer. 

  N(  ?�	 O� "�2�2%	 �U2	���	 :*�Q�1��.  
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 d) Operations record. 
  �(  ���+�?�	 1$2.  

 e) Any piece of information relevant to 
customer due diligence procedures. 

  �(   "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$q� :+?�� ����+?� "�8
1��?�	 ��$�.  

 f) Dealing details, including the volume 
of flowing funds. 

  �(   &� ��� 1��?��	 1�'�4� 1	��%	 �$! P��
=�UA � "������	.  

 g) Activity funds sources, insurance 
operation funding ways, benefiting 
ways, and the identity of applicants. 

  
(   1���� :�.� ���+�?+� 1	��%	 ���'�
  ��#� ���4�2>	 :�.� "�#�����	 ���+�?�	

�������	 "����.  
 h) Any other relevant document. 

  n(  "+'�	 �	� _�A8 :*�Q� T8.  
 In case an investigation was launched 
concerning the customer's records and his 
relations, or in case he was the subject of a 
suspicious transactions report, or in case a 
demand was submitted by a competent 
authority, the company must keep the 
records and information until the end of 
the case, even if it takes ten years. 

  1��?�	 �U$2 ��� :��!� ���; 1�! &��
�� �8 =�;U��   ���� =���� ���+�� ������ ZU!�

"'�A��	 ���$�	 � 0+. ���� 1�! &� �8 
U$2�	 <4! "����	 �+� 0$�� ����+?��	� �

 ��
� ��� �<#�	 ���2	 ���  "�/��	 ,���#	 ��!
�	�#2 ��� �+�.  

56. Companies must keep appropriate 
records for all local and international 
operations, for a ten year period, to 
confirm its commitment to the rules, such 
as detection and prevention against 
money laundering measures. 

  O��$� "�*U� �U$2� ������	 <4�!� 8 0$�
 �	�#2 ��� ����� "�����	� "�+!��	 ���+�?�	
 1��2 �+� ��#��  ��	���	 ���� ���	
��	 ���Q-

 �'!�	 > 1�Q��	 ����	 �	,	�$	� "��;��	� 
 1	��>	 123 ���+��.  

DE.

57. Companies should make sure that 
appropriate measures to support records 
management, maintenance, and archiving 
are adopted. Access to records should be 
limited to competent employees. 

 ��$� � ����� 8 ������	 �+�  �	,	�$>	
 "4��8� "#��'� ��	�� ��� 1$8 � "�2�#��	

�U$2�	 .� 0$�8�  �U$2 ��	 1�'��	 ��
�'�A��	 �4<����� Z	��'!� "����	.  

DG.

58. Companies must provide SAMA and FIU 
with all records and information at the 
appropriate time. 

  ����+?��	� �U$2�	 "��� ����� ������	 �+�
� ����!��	 ��!�� "22R��	 ��	 02�#��	 �;����

"�����	.  

DH.

59. The Company should keep sufficient 
records allowing the restructuring of any 
insurance transaction, in order to provide 
justifying proves on the criminal activity 

  ����� )��� "���� �U$2� <�4�!>	 "����	 �+�
� "�+�� T8 "+��� P���  "�#�����	 ���+�?�	 

 &�	�$-	 .��#�	 �+� ���Q� "��8 ����� ����

DF.
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to take legal action, if necessary. "$�!�	 ��� 	��  "�*�/��	 _����	 "��;-.  

Customers' categories and risks level 
assessment  

High risks customers 

 ���'��	 �$�� ����� #"���	 ��9�  

���'��	 /��� #"���	 

60. Are considered as high risks cases: 
 "��p	 �>�!�	 "���?�	 �.�A��	 "*� � �?�:  EC.

 a) Any complex legal arrangements 
having no clear regulatory or 
economic purpose. 

  8(   a�3 ��� S�� ���?� "�#�#�; ������� T8
)/	� T��'�;	 �8 &��<#.  

 b) Any person (companies and 
enterprises) from or in any country 
that does not or partially apply FATF's 
recommendations, such as the country 
or the countries specified by FATF as 
non compliant countries. 

  0(   @A� T8) � ������	 P�� &� ���
��22R��	 ( :�.� > 1�� �8 "��� &� �8 �

���$� ���'�� ��� ��3 1��� :�.� �8 "
 1���	 �8 "����	 P�� 1�Q��  &����	 1�?�	
 ��#8 �+� &����	 1�?�	 "���$� � ���!��	

���'���	 ��� :�.� >.  
 c) High risks political persons due to 

their positions. 
  N(   "���?�	 �.�A��	 ��� ��2��2�	 @�A�%	

���'#� ��!�.  
 d) Non-profitable organizations. 

  �(  	� ��*���	)��+� "�����	 ��3 ��22R��.  
61. The Company must develop policies, 

procedures, and internal restrictions for 
obligatory care measures towards any 
high risks customer. What follows are 
some measures that should be taken into 
consideration: 

 O/� "����	 �+� 0$� �	,	�$�� ��2��2 
 T8 ��$� ������	 "�$	��	 "��#?+� "�+A	� .�	�/�

"���� �.�A� T� 1��� . �	,	�$-	 �/ ��
�����>	 &� ���A8 0$� &��	:  

E6.

 a) Receive a written statement from the 
real beneficiaries about managers' 
identities and main contributors, and 
the relation with them. 

  8(   ���4�2��	 � "�.A �	�	�;� �+� 1�'!�	
�����!�	 ����2��	� ������	 "��� � 

��?� ";U?�	� ��2�2%	.  
 b) Receive comprehensive data about the 

customer, such as additional 
information on the reasons and 
purpose of the working relation, 
information about his activities, 
functional record, and expected 
activity. 

  0(   1Q�  1��?�	 � "+��� ��#��� �+� 1�'!�	
 1�?�	 ";U� 0��28 � "���/� ����+?�
 =+$2� =.��# � ����+?��  ��#� a�V�	�

1��?+� O;����	 .��#�	� &4�<��	.  

 c) Recruit employees at their service and 
apply customer due diligence 
procedures, and control them 
permanently in order to guarantee the 
disclosure of any suspicious or 

  N(   :��.� ���+�� �����A� �4<�� @�'A�
 1��?�	 ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$�

 ���� �	���2�� ����;	��� ����	 ��/
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unusual activity at the right time.  &� "���� ��3 �8 ���� =���� ���+�� T8 �
02�#��	 �;��	.  

 d) Hold direct interviews with customer's 
higher management in a regular 
manner throughout the relation with 
him. 

  �(   ��+?�	 ��	�-	 O� ������ �U���� ,	�$�
 1�?�	 ";U� ��� 1UA ��<�#�� 1��?+�=?�.  

 e) Have the approbation of the company 
at the beginning of the working 
relation. 

  �(   "���+� ��+?�	 ��	�-	 "��	�� �+� 1�'!�	
1�?�	 ";U� ,�� �#�.  

62. The customer categorized in one of the 
risks levels must be considered as "high 
risks" customer, with the possibility of 
amending the categorization to a less level 
of risks, if the situation of the customer is 
acceptable, the amendment is suggested 
by the responsible person, and was 
approved by the higher management of 
the company. In case a customer was 
categorized as "high risks" customer, but 
the company sees that it is necessary to 
keep the relation, it should lift the 
customer due diligence procedures and 
put him under permanent control, and 
review the level of risks on a yearly basis, 
and after having the approbation of the 
higher management. 

  � T8 =�+� :�.#� T��	 1��?�	 ��#'� 0$�
 =#8 �+� �.�A��	 ��*� �����*2�" &���

�.�A��	" ��� ��#'��	 1��?� "�#���� O�  
 1��?�	 O/� ����	 	�� �#�8 �.�A� _��2�
 1�*2��	 @A��	 1�; � 1��?��	 n��;	� Z��/��

� =�+� "��	���	 ���"���+� ��+?�	 ��	�-	 1�;  .
 =#8 �+� �� 1��� ��#'� "��! &��" &���

�.�A��	 " <�4�!>	 ����/ _�� "����	 ��
 "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$� O�� 0$��  ";U?���
 "?$	��� ����2��	 "�;	���	 �!� =?/�� =��$�
 T�#2 S�28 �+� =#�/� T��	 �.�A��	 _��2�

-	 � "��	���	 �A8 �?� P�����+?�	 ��	�.  

EB.

Political customers  ������	 #"���	�� 

63. Concerning the dealings with political 
personalities, companies should make the 
maximum possible effort regrading 
customer due diligence procedures, and 
should also: 

 �'A��	 O� �U��?���� :+?�� �� &�	 ���  "�2��2
 ��� "��/-�� =#q� ��$ �';�� �����	 �!# ���

 "�$	��	 "��#?�	1��?�	 � :�!�+� �+� 0$�  
&+� �� ������	:  

EJ.

 a) Develop risks management systems to 
know if the customer is a political 
personality. 

  8(   O/��<# 1$	 � "�2�#� �.�A� ��	�	 
	 �� 	�	 �� ���!�"�2��2 Z"�̀'A� 1��?�.  

 b) Have the company's higher 
management approbation before 
launching a working relation of this 
kind with the customers. 

  0(   &� ��+?�	 ��	�>	 "��	�� �+� 1�'!�	
;U� ,��#� &� ,���	 1�; "����	1�� " O� 

,U�?�	 � ��#�	 	��.  
 c) Take logical measures to determine the 

source of revenue as well as the source 
of funds. 

  N(   ��'� ���!� 1$8 � "��.#� ���	�� ��A�	
1	��%	 ��'�� 1A��	.  
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 d) Control the working relation in 
continuous manner. 

  �(  ;U?� ����2��	 "�;	����� �����	"	 1�?�.  
 e) Ask more documents in addition to 

customer's identification process. 
  �(  0+. �	�#�2� "���/� ��U� �+� �	�#�2� 

:�!��	 � 1��?�	.  
 f) Ask the ratification of documents by 

competent authorities. 
  �(  0+. ";��'� �	�#�2��	 "�����	 � ���$�	 

"'�A��	.  

Non-profitable organizations   ��9�5�	=���� ����5�	 ��� ����0��	� 

64. The Company must develop policies, 
procedures, and internal restrictions to 
guarantee the commitment to SAMA 
requirements, with regard to building a 
working relation, providing insurance 
services and products to non-profitable 
organizations. When tackling any 
operation for such organizations, the 
following requirements should be taken 
into consideration: 

  �	,	�$�� ��2��2 O/� "����	 �+� 0$�
 ���+.��� �	
��>	 ��/� "�+A	� .�	�/�
 ����A�	 ������ 1�� "��;� ��� "22R��	

��	 ��$�#��	� ��3 ��22R��	� ��*��+� "�#���
)��+� "�����	 . � T8 ���+�� O� 1��?��	 �#��

"��p	 ���+.���	 "<!U� 0$�  ���<#��	 ���:  

EL.

 a) Having an official license from a 
specialized governmental body 
defining its purposes and activities. 

  8(   � ���' &�2� @�A�� �+� ����'!
�$�	 ��/	�38 ��!� "'�A��	 "����!�	 "

���.�#8�.  
 b) Such bodies and organizations should 

be categorized as high risks customers, 
and obligatory care measures shall be 
lifted when dealing with them. 

  0(   "*� � ��22R��	� ��*���	 ��� �#'� 8
"���?�	 �.�A��	 T�� ,U�?�	 O�� ���+��  

��?� 1��?��	 �#� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$�.  

Policies and procedures relative to the 
company's activities outside the Kingdom 

  ���+�	 ����+&� �:�'�	 �	#	�$�	� �������	

������	 ?��' 

65. The Company must make sure of the 
commitment of its sister companies and 
subsidiaries outside the Kingdom to the 
following: 

  ������� O��$ �	
��	 � �����	 "����	 �+�
&������ "�+���	 N��A �������:  

ED.

 a) Adopting the rules and regulations of 
the Kingdom relative to money 
laundering and terrorist finance, as 
well as FATF's recommendations, to 
the level accepted by hosting countries 
laws and regulations. 

  8(   "�+?���	 "�+���	 ��	�;� )*	��� "�<#8 ����	
 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!�����
 �!�	 ���  &����	 1�?�	 "���$� ���'���
 &� "?����	 "�<#%	� �#	���	 =� )�2� T��	

�/��	 "����	"4.  
 b) The company should attach a special 

attention to the application of 
paragraph (one) of this article on its 

  0(   ���4�	 :��.�� Z�'�A Z������	 "����	 &��� 8
)���%	 (����� �+� �����	 ��� �� 
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branches and subsidiaries in countries 
which do not apply or insufficiently 
apply the FATF's recommendations, 
including those considered as non 
compliant countries. 

���������� "?����	 � > 1�� &� "?;	��	 
 ���'�� u��� 1��� :�.� > �8 :�.�
 1���	 P�� &� ���  &����	 1�?�	 "���$�
 ��#8 �+� &����	 1�?�	 "���$� � ���!��	

 1�����'���	 P+� :�.� >.  
 c) In case there is any difference between 

anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance requirements 
in the Kingdom with hosting countries 
of the company's branches or 
subsidiaries, the company must apply 
the best requirements on its branches 
and subsidiaries to the level accepted 
by hosting countries laws and 
regulations. In case hosting countries 
laws and regulations contradict those 
of the Kingdom, such as the incapacity 
of the branch or subsidiary to commit 
to the highest requirements, 
headquarters must notify SAMA about 
that and abide by any instructions that 
might be issued in this regard. 

  N(   ���+.�� �� �U�A	 T8 ��$� 1�! &�
 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	 123 "!����
 ���4� "4�/��	 1���	 O� "�+���	 &� "��.��	

 "?����	 ������� �8 "����	 �+� 0$� ���
 ������ �+� ���+.���	 1/�8 :��.� "����	
 )�2� T��	 �!�	 ��� ��� "?����	 ������� �8

"4�/��	 "����	 "�<#8� �#	�; =� . "��! &��
 "�<#%	 O� "4�/��	 "����	 �#�; a��?�
 �� "�+���	 &� ����'�	 ��	���	� )*	�+�	�
����; ��3 ��� "?����	 "����	 �8 ��4�	 ��� 

 0$�  ���+.���	 �+�% ����	 �	
��>	 �+�
 "22R��	 ^U�� "���+� S�*��	 ����	 �+�
 ��'� _�A8 ����$�� T%  �	
��>	� P���

���	 	�� &� ���.  
 d) If the external branch or subsidiary 

remains incapable of abiding by the 
best anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorist finance requirements, 
because the hosting country laws and 
regulations do not allow such thing or 
for any other reason, the company 
should immediately notify SAMA. 

  �(   "����	 �8 &$��A�	 ��4�	 ���� �� 	��
 �!# ���+.���	 1/�% �	
��>	 � "?����	

 123 "!���� % 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	
 P��� )�2� > "4�/��	 "����	 "�<#8� �#	�;
 m�+�� ���+� 0$�  �AX 0�2 T% �8

Z	��� P��� "22R��	.  
66. When evaluating a country's application 

of FATF's anti-money laundering and 
counterterrorism standards, the company 
must do the following: 

  ����?�� "��� :��.� ����� �#� "����	 �+� 0$�
 123 "!����� "'�A�	 &����	 1�?�	 "���$�

&�p�� �����	  0���-	 1����� 1	��%	:  

EE.

 a) Evaluate the requirements applied to 
combat money laundering and 
terrorist finance. The company can 
benefit from available information and 
data on the concerned country from 

  8(   123 "!����� "��.��	 ���+.���	  �����
��-	 1����� 1	��%	0� . "���+� ����

 ���	����	 ��#����	� ����+?��	 � ���4�2>	
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stakeholders. Customer due diligence 
procedures when building a relation 
with customer in the concerned 
country is higher whenever risks are 
high. 

";U?�	 �	� ���$�	 � "�#?��	 "����	 � .
 �?4��	 "���� �.�A��	 "$�� �#�� ��+��
 �
U�	 1��?�	 ��$� "�$	��	 "��#?�	 �	,	�$�
 1��� T8 O� 1�� ";U� "��;� �#� �����.�

"�#?��	 "����	 �.  
 b) Attach a special attention to reports 

evaluating the level of commitment of 
the concerned country to FATF's 
recommendations, developed by 
FATF, annexed regional task forces, 
IMF, or World Bank. 

  0(   "$�� ����� ������� @�A 1��� �����>	
1�?�	 "���$� ���'��� "����	 P+� �	
��	 

 �8 "���$��	 ��� ���?� &��	 &����	
 :��#' �8 ��� "?����	 "���+;-	 �����$��	

&����	 P#��	 �8 &����	 ��#�	.  
 c) Preserve an appropriate level of 

permanent vigilance towards money 
laundering and terrorist finance risks, 
and take into consideration the pieces 
of information available to the 
company about the level of money 
laundering and terrorist finance in the 
countries where any of its customers 
work. 

  N(   ��!�	 � "�2�#� "$�� �+� "<��!��	
 1����� 1	��%	 123 �.�A� 1��! ���2��	
����+?��	 �����>	 &� �A%	� 0���-	 

 123 "!���� _��2� � "���+� "!����	
 "�#?��	 "����	 &� 0���-	 1����� 1	��%	

��*U�� � T8 ��� 1�?� &��	.  
    

Regulatory sanctions 
 ����-&�	 ������	 

67. Non-complying with the requirements 
stipulated in these rules contradicts 
Insurance Implementing Regulations, 
Anti-Money Laundering Law and 
Regulations, as well as licensing 
conditions, and might expose the 
company to the regulatory sanctions 
stipulated in the Law of Supervision of 
Cooperative Insurance Companies and its 
Implementing Regulations, and in Anti-
Money Laundering Law and Regulations. 

  ���+� @�'#��	 ���+.����� �	
��>	 ��� ���?�
 ����� "�;	�� ��<#� Z�4��A� ��	���	 ��� &�

� "���4#��	 =�!*>� &#��?��	 �����	 "!���� ��<#
1	��%	 123"���4#��	 =�!*> �  .���� 

 �����?+� "����	 a�?d� 8 ���� )��'��	
<#�	 "�;	�� ��<# &� ���+� @�'#��	 "���

 123 "!���� ��<#� &#��?��	 �����	 �����
1	��%	.  

EG.
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Annex 1: Typical Insurance Money Laundering 
and Terrorism Financing Indicators  

J�3��23 �� اN��ال : ١ ا� ��Dذ��P 4 ات(�
�����و���� ا�ره
ب�
ل ا@� +	   

General Indicators  ��"! ات�6�� 

Information • Insurance Party1 delays the 
provision or is reluctant to 
provide information to enable 
verification to be completed 

• �B�� أو �`�دد?     ا��`����  ٢<�ف 
N`)  أ!$"ء ا�-���2"ت ��    إ +	


̀`bا�``̀`�-"ح  ``̀`"ء ا��* ``#F �`̀ ``� =
 ا��-�)

 ا�-���2"ت

Jurisdiction • Insurance party is introduced 
by an agent/intermediary 
operating in an unregulated 
or loosely regulated 
jurisdiction 

�`� ��`)    ا��`����    <`�ف /�ّ�ف   •
  �̀`�قو�̀`�d /�-̀`) +̀`	/ آ�̀`)و

 ��2) ا����8%(�� ��8% أو 

 ا���$2

• Insurance party pre-pays 
insurance premiums 
unprecedentedly  

أ�̀`�"ط ا��̀`����  <̀`�ف/̀`�+E أن  •
 ����`̀ ً" ا��``��`̀ ``�  �`̀ ``�) (,�`̀ ``

���E� 

• Large amounts of money are 
transfered through several 
non-resident accounts  

) ��"�g آ���ة �`� ا�-`"ل �`�           •F
    �````�h� ت"
B````:ل !````�ة 9````�"

��-� ا�-

Payment 

• Insurance party requests a 
large purchase of a lump sum 
contract when the party 
usually makes small, regular 
payments 

ا��`���� 6`�اء     <�ف/i2$  أن   •
   g`̀ ``2�� �`̀ ``! �`̀``� �`̀ R`̀``Nء آ��``

 "`̀```-��
 /```̀`��د!```̀`"دًة �$```̀`�ع 
 �h`̀`````j�ة د+�`````̀`"ت ا�$`````̀`�ف

 ���8-�و

E+�ا� 

• Insurance party transfers the 
benefit of a product to an 
apparently unrelated third 
party 

̀`���� ���k̀`�   <̀`�ف/�̀`) أن  • ا��
l���     A`ف �" ا��`>  m`�"n   o�`� 
�2j pة��ه"q p
  

• Insurance party substitutes the 
ultimate beneficiary with an 
apparently unrelated third 
party 

̀`����ل أن  • ̀`�ف/``` ا��`````����  <```
��k��`̀ ̀`�ف ا'ول ا�-` `$
  m`̀ `�"n

 p
 ��q �2j p� o"ه�ة 
 

• Insurance party changes the 
designated beneficiaries 
without knowledge or consent 
of the insurer 

̀`� أن  • `````�ّh/ف�`̀ `````>  ����`̀ ا��`````
�/��k��`̀ ̀`�   ا�-` `� ��r`̀ `rّs-ا�

p� دون ���+� ا�-�ّ�� أو ��ا+

Beneficiary 

• Insurance party changes 
beneficiaries simply by 

̀`� أن  • `````�ّh/ف�`̀ `````>  ����`̀ ا��`````
�/��k��`̀`-د  ا��ّ`̀`t� ل:`̀`B �`̀`�

��k��-ا� 

                                                 
1 Party: Any entity involved in insurance operation, i.e., applicants, clients, policyholders, etc… 

�Gا...، %ا�-��� �# أي آ�"ن �p !:�� +	 !-��2 ا������، أي ا�-ّ���� وا��-:ء و:   <�ف ا������   ٢  
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Annex 1: Typical Insurance Money Laundering 
and Terrorism Financing Indicators  

J�3��23 �� اN��ال : ١ ا� ��Dذ��P 4 ات(�
�����و���� ا�ره
ب�
ل ا@� +	   

signing an endorsement on 
the policy 

 E����*2�=  A2!��nا�� 

• Insurance party terminates a 
product early at a loss, and 
the refund check goes to a 
third party 

ا��̀`���� ���t̀`ً"  <̀`�ف/�#̀`	 أن  •
 �`̀ ̀`"ل  ��,`̀`�ة+`̀`	 ��29` `9 	`̀ `+

p`̀N�/  u�`̀6و �r`̀9ل B̀`�"رة 
 Aداد ا����Lفا�> m�"n 

Pre-Sale Indicators ات �" ��) ا��6��E��  

• Applicant shows no concern 
for the performance of the 
policy but much interest in the 
early cancellation of the 
contract 

̀`ّ�م اه�-"�̀`ً" 
̀`�داء �ا�- /�̀`�ي Lأ •
�`̀ �nو�,̀`� ا��  �`̀  ا.ه�-̀`"م ا'آ�

 ا�-�,� ��2�F#"ء /,�ن +	 ا.

• Applicant is reluctant to 
provide background 
information when applying 
for a policy 

̀`�ّدد ا�-أن  • ̀`ّ�م +``̀`	 �/�`` ``%/�`̀ ``� 
`�/%  !��   ا�-���2"ت ا'�"��� � 

 i2>��nا�� 

• Applicant provides minimal 
or fictitious information 

̀`"ت �ا�- أن /�$``̀`	 • ̀`ّ�م ����2`` ``
 �*�ودة أو وه-��

• Applicant provides 
information that is difficult or 
expensive for the institution to 
verify 

ّ�م ����2"ت ��   �ا�- أن /�$	  •
    A`̀ 2! v`̀ ̀`� ا�-,2 ̀`i�r أو � ا�

 ا��*ّ= ��#" 6�آ� ا������

Conduct 

• Applicant uses a mailing 
address outside the insurance 
supervisor’s jurisdiction 

̀`��s�م ا�-أن  • ```/�  "ً`̀ ```Fم !��ا�ّ`̀ ```
 	�`̀`��+ F$`̀`"قج 
�/`̀`�/ً" B`̀`"ر
 ا������

 ا���2ك

• Applicant attempts to use 
cash to complete a proposed 
transaction when other 
payment methods are 
normally used 

```̀`ّ�م ا�```̀`�s�ام �/*```̀`"ول ا�-أن  •
 �!-�2`̀`ا��`̀`�د �`̀`� اN`̀`) ا�-`̀`"م 
�+E ا�̀ و�`"7)  
�L �`� ا�`�s�ام    

 ا'B�ى

• Applicant attempts to use a 
third party check to purchase 
a policy 

```̀`ّ�م ا�```̀`�s�ام �*```̀`"ول ا�-أن / •
m`̀`�"n �`̀`� أN`̀`)  $`̀`�ف�6``�,ً"  
�6�اء �nو 

• Applicant requests to make a 
lump sum payment (instead 
of using installments) by wire 
transfer or with foreign 
currency 

```ّ�م د+```g```2�� E    � ا�-i```2 /$أن  •
$̀`�ع �)`̀z�!�`̀! "ً ام�s�`̀ا� 
�*�/``) !``� <�/``= ) ا'�``�"ط 

����N�2 أ-�

��	 أو  

Payment/ 
Cash Value 

• Applicant purchases policies 
in amounts considered 

````̀`ّ�م �/````̀`���ي ا�-أن  •=7"`̀````nو 
   p`̀ ��"> �`̀� �`̀ ̀`� أآ� ����ُ g�"`̀ �-


E+�ا� / �-�ا�
�/�ا��  
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Annex 1: Typical Insurance Money Laundering 
and Terrorism Financing Indicators  

J�3��23 �� اN��ال : ١ ا� ��Dذ��P 4 ات(�
�����و���� ا�ره
ب�
ل ا@� +	   

beyond his apparent means ة�ا�8"ه 

• Applicant borrows the 
maximum cash value of a 
single premium policy soon 
after paying for the policy 

ّ�م أ�Ar ��-�   ��ض ا�- �/أن   •
  �`̀ ````� �`̀ ````/�F  �`̀ ````�nا�� �`̀ ````-��

�d وا9� 
��     ا�-�+�!� Mو�
R�Nو  �-n E+د ����nا�� 

• Applicant appears to have 
policies with several 
insurance companies  

̀`� أن  • ̀`u  أ/#8``` ̀`ّ�م /-2``` ```ّن ا�-�
=7"``nو  E``�  �``!  �``� آ"ت  د�6``
 ا������

Policies 

• Applicant cancels a large 
insurance policy within a 
short time and requests the 
return of the cash value 
payable to a third party 

``ّ�م  �/h2``	 ا�-أن  •�``�nو   ����``�
$"�i و��r� M� و/   
��آ���ة  

      �`�Nا��ا �/�
"���داد ا��-� ا��
 Aفا�ا���اد ا��$ m�"}ا� 

��nا�� 

Post-Sale Indicators  ��
ا���6��E�ات �"   

• Customer is reluctant to reveal 
the reason for his investments 

 ا.+`r"ح /��ّدد ا��-�`) +`	      أن   •
p� !� ��i ا��{-"را

• Customer accepts unfavorable 
conditions that are unrelated 
to his/ her health or age 

̀`)  أن  • ̀`) ا��-� �̀`��وط/ 
  �`̀ �)
Lو ��`̀�"��  p�*`̀j A`̀ا� Mّ`̀-�  
�2r
 أو !-�? 

Conduct 

• Customer applies for business 
outside his normal pattern of 
business 

̀`"م  أن  • ``�2� "ً`̀ ``�2> (`̀ ̀`ّ�م ا��-�`` ``/
 p`̀``2-! رج ا<``̀`"ر"`̀``B ل"`̀``-!�


 ا'�"�	

 ا���2ك

• Customer requests an 
insurance product that has no 
apparent purpose 

����� "/i2$ ا��-�`) ���t̀    ن  أ •  ̀�" 
  واz~ف��p� o ه�

• Customer applies for a policy 
far from his geographical 
location where similar policies 
exist 

ا��-�`) <�r`*2� "ً`�2ل    /`ّ�م  أن  •
 A`̀ `2!�```�nن /��```�    و"```,� 	```+

  �`̀ ̀`�ًا !```` ̀`E آ{�```` ````��� p�,`̀ ````�
  m`̀ ̀`�+�ا�ht�ا+̀`	 �9 �� =7"`̀ nو 

�#
"�� 

• Insurance policies premiums 
exceed the customer’s 
apparent means  

̀`"وزأن  • ````t��̀`�"ط   ̀`"7=أ�```` ````nو 
ا��`````���� ا�`````�رات ا�8````̀`"ه�ة   

(�-�2� 

Products/ 
Policies 

• Insurance policies values are 
inconsistent with the 
customer’s insurance needs  

̀`�%  أ • � =`̀�"��� L=7"`̀ nو  ����`̀ ا��
 ���N"9 E"ت ا��-�) ا������

ا��n"7=/ ا�-��t"ت  

Transactions • Customer conducts a 
transaction that results in a 
conspicuous increase of 

ا��-�) ��"��2 ��دي   أن /t�ي    •
  �*`̀````zدة وا"`̀ +````̀`	 ا�````̀`A ز/````

 ا��-�2"ت
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Annex 1: Typical Insurance Money Laundering 
and Terrorism Financing Indicators  

J�3��23 �� اN��ال : ١ ا� ��Dذ��P 4 ات(�
�����و���� ا�ره
ب�
ل ا@� +	   

investment contributions �/ر"-}��Lا�-�"ه-"ت ا 

• Customer conducts transaction 
involving an undisclosed 
party 

̀`�ي ا��-�``````)  أن  • ````t/``````�2-!� 
  "`̀ ̀`���ك +�#`` ̀`�اف/`` ̀`�  أ<`` ``�)

�2�� �� 

• Customer pays his first 
premium from a bank account 
outside the country 

̀`�d ا��``����    أن  • ̀`�+E ا��-�``) � /
`̀ ̀`r�+	  ا'ول �`` ̀`�"ب �`` ``9 �
 B"رج ا��:د
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Annex 2: Suspicious Transaction Report Form  J�3��
ت:٢ ا�?#�  ��Pذج ا

��, *���Q3 ا

ت ,�?#� ��Pذج ا

Suspicious Transaction Report Form in English 
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  F-�ذج ا��:("ت
 

�;��	:                

K�����	:      /    /    6L��     

:�	���	:      /    /  BCC�     

�������	                

 ^U�Y�"����� "�̀��� "�̀+�� � 	�� "*�?� 0$� 

!� ��� =��2��� N���#�	"�̀����	 ����!��	 �� �+� 

?�	&����	 	�#:  

a����	 – :��. P+��	 ��� 0�#$ �#�� ��	
� 

"�̀+A	��	 

S��� :C6L6BGE6D – C6L6BGE6E  

 �;��	 �+� "��2�	 �	�� �+� 1�'�>	 v��4��� ^U�Y�

&#�$��	 :HCC6BBBBBL  

�;��	 �+� 1�'�>	 ��24�2U� :C6J6BH6CC  

 

 )' ي(

!� ��ّ�
  #�ه�,?غ �� ��3ّ�� �


ت �� �0D ا�#?غ–ا�-�C أ ��3*�   
 

  ا���آ� ������ت �� – ١.ا���� أ

� )�ة    "! ��إ&%دة     "! ��   ا���آ���ع )     

              ا���آ�ا+* 

,-�.��              :ا��1230              ا��0آ/ ا

              :ا��1230              ا��5عا+* 

              ا�(%"8ر6* 

  
  ��� ا�������ت �� ��– ٢.ا���� أ

              ا9+*

              ا�(%"8ر6* 

              ا�;�1ان
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   ���kن ا�#?غ–ا�-�C ب 
  
�����- ١.ا�-�C ب�
ت �� و�m-� ا��3*�   

� ا���Fع �nو"���              

              ر�% ا��:�� ا��������

 g2��2ا���-�              

              ��"ط ا'��ة

E+�ا� �/�>              

� ا���nار و�jإ G/ر"�            ا����        ا��#�        ا���م  ���"

�إ�h"ء �nا��"���و   %�F    L    

            ا����        ا��#�        ا���م  �"ر/G ا.�h"ء

�/���    �F    L%  -$"��"تا� 

p�/��� %�              آ�"
َ�   ر/"ل ���دي            
"'ر�"م  ��ار ا�-�g2 ا�@ي 

  


ت �� - ٢.ا�-�C ب�3ّ�� �*�3�*�   ا��!#�ه�ا

 @�k�� G/ر"�            ا����        ا��#�        ا���م  ا��-2ّ��

              ا��-�F��ّ2ع 

n3#��    �-�ار ا

              ر�-َ"

�َ
              آ�"

              �Fع ا��-�2

 o� ��(��
ت �� ا��3*�)��=����  )ا

%�Lا              
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              ر�% ا�#�ّ/�

��ّ��tا�              


ت �� ��3*� p=.�اo� ��(��
 �� اَ=3�F� ن
�*�3ّ�� إذا آ 

%�Lا              

              ر�% ا�#�ّ/�

��ّ��tا�                

      

r
#�4Nب ا
              أ'#

 
  
 

 
 

�.�ات ا�����)��ةا:  

 �h2�-ا� �#tا� A2!ا��:غأن E� =+��  "#�+ "-

"��-2ّ�� ا������ّ�� ا�-���ه�  �2rا�-����ات ا�-�/�ة ذات ا�: 

o  E+�2ّ�� ا�-�
 ).ا�r...G"ل ��$"�� ا�7-"ن،إ/r"ل، u�6، إ/!A2 ���) ا�-{"ل L ا�*r� (أي ����� ���2= 

o  ��"$
 . ا�-���� �pه�ّ/�

o ا������ ��nو �! �s�F.  
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�7�����	 �������	 @�	�% ���� @����  

   

=������ w	 "�!�� ���+� �U2�	: 

�#3U� �U�8 ��$� �;�            � K����           ��� =���� "�̀��� "�̀+�� � .U.-	 1�X ��A�	 � �

=#��� ��. 

 

"4�<��	: &�2��	 ��A�	: 
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Suspicious Transaction Report 
 
 

Number:        

Date:   /  /14   H.  

Corresponding:   /  /200  A.D.  

Annexes:        

To report a suspicious transaction, this form 

should be filled out and sent to the Financial 

Investigation Unit on the following address: 

Riyadh – King Fahed Road in the South Side of 

the Ministry of Interior Building 

Fax number: (01) 4127615 – (01) 4127616 

To report by phone call the free phone number: 

8001222224 around the clock 

For inquiries call the phone number: 013128100 

 

(Confidential) 

Reporting of a Suspicious Financial Transaction 

 

Section A - Reporting Party Information 
 

Section A.1 - Company Information 

Type of Company Insurance  Reinsurance  Insurance Service Provider  

Company Name       

Head Quarter       City       

Branch Name       City       

Phone Number       

  
Section A.2 – Informant Contact Information 

Name       

Phone Number       

Address       
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Section B - Report Content 
 

Section B.1- Policy Information 

Type or Class of Policy       

Policy Number       

Premium Amount       

Payment Period       

Payment Method       

Policy Issuing Date Day    Month    Year      

Canceled? Yes  No  

Cancellation Date Day    Month    Year      

Claims Paid? Yes  No  

Claims Amount In numbers SAR       In writing       

  

Section B.2 - Suspicious Transaction Information  

Transaction Execution Date Day    Month    Year      

Type of Transaction        

Total Amount 

In Numbers       

In Letters       

Currency Type       

Policyholder/ beneficiary Information 

Name       

ID Number       
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Nationality       

 

Executor information if different than policyholder 

Name       

ID Number       

Nationality       

  

Causes of Suspicion 

      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Accompanying Documentation 

The Reporting Party should enclose copies of all documents relating to the suspicious 
transaction including: 

o Documents related to payments made (e.g., Receipt, Check, Credit Card 
Receipt)   

o ID of Policyholder 

o Copy of the Insurance Policy 
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His Excellency Head of the Financial Investigation Administration 

Peace be upon you, 

Please find above our report number       dating       regarding a doubtful 

financial operation, we hope you investigate it and make the necessary 

arrangements. 

 

Official Seal: Position: 

       

 

 


